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We, the sea and the Almighty
Four Antiguan men’s record-breaking row across the Atlantic
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Legendary Burning Flames musician
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From military outpost to musical mecca –
at Shirley Heights, the rest is history
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TAG HEUER CARRERA CALIBRE 16
Four world championships and two league MVP awards. Forty-six game winning
drives. The longest winning streak in NFL history. Tom Brady is a champion, and
champions never crack under pressure.
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Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites
A foot in the past, an eye on the future

I

resting on its laurels in the meantime. It
didn’t get its esteemed reputation without
a refreshing passion for improvement
evidenced in constant upgrades – like the
elegant new cottages currently being built –
and regular innovative events.
Occupying a secluded spot in the heart
of famous Nelson’s Dockyard – yet just a
short stroll from the hub of English Harbour
– the inn’s size and location make it ideal
for everything from luxurious destination
weddings to intimate family reunions,
corporate get-togethers and exhibitions. Art
enthusiasts are presently enjoying displays
by local painter Dina Goodenough and
British photographer Tommy Clarke whose
dramatic aerial shots depict Antigua as
never before.
The hotel’s 23 rooms and suites
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t’s hard to imagine a setting more
conducive to romance and relaxation
than the graceful 18th century surrounds
of Admiral’s Inn. That’s perhaps one of the
reasons this charming historic venue was
nominated Antigua’s leading hotel – and
leading boutique hotel to boot – at this
year’s prestigious World Travel Awards.
Another can probably be attributed
to the guests who consistently laud the
exceptional personal service, first-rate
facilities and stunning waterfront scenes.
“We get wonderful feedback about how our
staff genuinely care about people enjoying
their holiday and go out of their way to
help,” says co-director Astrid Deeth.
Winners of the 2016 ‘Oscars of the
travel industry’ won’t be announced until
later this year. But Admiral’s won’t be

are housed in four beautifully restored
buildings fringing the water, small beach
and adjacent headland which has a
stunning infinity pool.
A team of homegrown chefs is behind
the two restaurants’ acclaimed cuisine,
such as the lobster thermidor which many
rate as the best in Antigua. Both Pillars and
Boom use the sous-vide method of cooking
to seal in flavours and nutrients.
With a range of activities readily
available – sailing, hiking, yoga and
snorkelling to name a few – the Powder
Room Spa’s rejuvenating treatments and
organic handmade products are the perfect
way to unwind at the end of the day.
Another may just be a cocktail or two in
the waterside gazebos watching the frigate
birds catching supper as the sun goes
down. n
Visit www.admiralsinnantigua.com,
email reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com
or call (268) 460-1027.
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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With you every
step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make
sure that you get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to
maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind or full
rental management to maximise your return on investment.

4

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814

1. YOUR WAY
There are a number of different ways we can manage your property. Choose from our
many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

VILLA MANAGEM

2. MAXIMISING RENTAL INCOME

3. KEEPING OUR PROMISE
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We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor your
management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals, or
accommodating for your holiday.
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We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue we want
you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind you want when
leaving your property in our care.

We realise that first impressions count and we want you to get the
most out of your villa. It will always be presented in the way you
would want it to be.
We insist on only using the best and most qualified
maintenance staff for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com
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with local presence.
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Letter from the Editor

E

in the form of 30-plus albums over the last three decades. Don’t
miss the interview with straight-talking bassist/vocalist Krokuss who
overcame muteness following a childhood accident to become one
of the country’s proudest exports.
This anniversary issue also features an exclusive interview with
Robert De Niro, the Hollywood actor so enamoured with Barbuda’s
unique qualities he chose it to develop a US$250m luxury resort.
The Good Fellas star wouldn’t be the first to fall under the spell
of our magical isles. Those wishing to give something back in return
should check out our ideas for making a difference in the ‘give a
little, gain a lot’ spread on page 12.
In closing then, this edition is dedicated to the people among
us who see possibility where others see the inconceivable. To those
who throw caution to the wind to not only start a business in an
unfamiliar field in a foreign land but make it thrive. To those who
sideline their own needs so that others may prosper. And those who
battle against the odds and choose to shun the limitations society
seeks to impose.
These are the people who have come to define Antigua &
Barbuda, a small place with big dreams, open hearts and some
special talents. These are the ones who have helped put this country
on a pedestal and made it shine.
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very now and then our paths interlace with someone who
galvanises us and causes us to challenge our perception
of what’s possible. It may be brief but we are aware that
the interaction has left a footprint and made our lives irrevocably
more meaningful – the fleeting tete a tetes that line life’s exhilarating
roadmap.
In this landmark 10th issue of Luxury Locations Magazine, it
seemed fitting to commemorate some of the inspiring islanders who
have played a leading role in putting this little country of ours on
the map.
In February, the nation was united in cheering on four Antiguan
men who set themselves the unimaginable task of rowing 3,000
miles across the mighty Atlantic Ocean. What began as a personal
endeavour for one of them, culminated in a record-breaking feat
that propelled the country into the history books. Their incredible
tale is outlined in all its hair-raising glory in a colour spread starting
on page 32.
Also within these pages is the story behind one of Antigua’s
most illustrious institutions. From its humble beginnings, the Sunday
night party at the 18th century former military complex of Shirley
Heights now enjoys a top spot on every visitor’s to-do list.
Our twin islands are today home to many exceptional
musicians. But it all started with the legendary Burning Flames – a
group of brothers from Potters who went on to international acclaim

Gemma

Advertising and editorial queries and suggestions should be directed to info@luxurylocations.com or gemma@luxurylocations.com

Living la belle vie at Catherine’s Café Plage
PAGE 62
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Hodges Bay resort set to awaken Antigua’s northern soul
PAGE 50

My Antigua: All creatures great and small
PAGE 112

Le Bistro

Hodge’s Bay, St. John’s, Antigua
T: (268) 462 3881
F: (268) 461 5543
E: pgbistro@candw.ag

French Restaurant
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www.antigualebistro.com

Experience a real sense of occasion
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981.
Since then, their popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned.
Today, Le Bistro is, and remains one of Antigua’s most frequented
restaurants. Eating here is close to luxurious perfection.

Your evening will be �illed with French chic and Caribbean zest, as Le Bistro
always puts luxury on a plate.
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You’ll experience a real sense of occasion and a heartfelt welcome with every
visit. Upon entering the restaurant, be prepared to enjoy the elegant, tropical
surroundings of the dining room and bar. They are both irresistibly alluring
and beautifully romantic. Relax and enjoy a seamless dinner, complete with a
supremely polished and personalized service from your host Philippa and
the rest of the staff. It will be hard to choose from the medley of outstanding
cuisine, but the Antiguan lobster dishes come highly recommended. The
handcrafted desserts are always to die for and genuine wine lovers will be
impressed with the superb range of French vintages and Champagne.

The Owner and Chef, Patrick Gauducheau, hails from Vendée, the heart of
France’s �inest gastronomic regions. Chef Patrick has worked at many �ine
restaurants before coming to Le Bistro, including The Restaurant Le Rive
Bleu, Golf Hotel Montreux and Hotel Conte Vevey in Switzerland; the Cable
Beach Wyndham Hotel in the Bahamas, The French Quarter Restaurant and
the Hodges Club in Antigua, and The Reading Room in Saratoga, New York.
He’ll intrigue and captivate your senses!

Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm.
Closed on Mondays.

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM
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Real estate agents – like journalists, bankers and politicians – tend
to find a less-than-flattering public perception precedes them. It’s no
mean feat then, when a real estate firm bucks the trend by building
and maintaining a reputation as a reliable, professional and trusted
entity which has stood the test of time - corroborated by a fistful of
eminent industry awards.
Spring 2016 marked seven years since the inception of Luxury
Locations and its property management arm, Villa Management.
Today we are firmly established as the country’s leading agency with
the largest portfolio of exclusive listings for sale and rent. While much
of that is down to sheer grit and hard work, our success can also be
attributed to an innovative approach to marketing which has allowed
us to grow exponentially despite a global economic downturn and
unprecedented challenges to the sector. Last year, we sold over
US$100m of inventory – with US$50m more in the pipeline.
The unrivalled international exposure we guarantee our listings
earned us the gong for best real estate marketing in Antigua &
Barbuda at the 2015 International Property Awards. That came hot
on the heels of three Overseas Property Professionals Awards in 2014
and 2013, twice naming us third best real estate agency in the world,
and second best in the regional category to boot.
We may be a small team but we’re a mighty one, with four
decades’ worth of collective experience. Antigua is, for us, a place
we know, cherish and call home. And that’s what underlines our
commitment to selling not just villas, apartments and parcels of land
but the island as a destination and a lifestyle we know you’ll love via
this magazine.
Our hugely popular biannual publication – now in its sixth year
– is the only one of its kind in the region and enjoys a firm status as a
favourite among locals and visitors alike.
Read on to find out more about the energetic, dynamic – and
occasionally kooky – team behind our award-winning brand.

believer in karma and once played Annie in a school play.
3 Do you have a favourite drink?
Pina colada – love, love, love it!
3 What’s your preferred time of day?
Bedtime. As a new mummy again I don’t get a lot of sleep so I look
forward to bedtime when I can sleep - a few hours anyway!
3 What Antiguan restaurant keeps you going back for more?
Jacqui O’s – the crab salad.
3 Favourite gadget?
My new Fitbit; I’m on a mission and it keeps me active.
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About Us

Gemma Handy – Magazine editor
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A professionally trained journalist, Gemma
worked for one of the UK’s largest daily
newspapers before moving to the Caribbean
in 2006. Gemma continues to freelance for
international news agencies, is rarely seen
without her favourite four-legged friend and
lives for the day when scientists finally invent
the time machine.
3 Do you have any phobias?
Goldfish. Too many childhood memories of them being accidentally
dropped behind cupboards during tank cleaning or extracted from
their bowl by inquisitive cats. Miraculously they all survived to a ripe
old age.
3 Any interesting scars?
A three-inch gash on my stomach thanks to sliding over a compound
wall in rural India 20 years ago to escape a pack of feral dogs. The
wall later turned out to be studded with broken glass and nails to
prevent – ahem – strange people trying to get in.
3 If you were a cocktail, what would you be and why?
Bloody Mary. Classic, complex and a little fiery.
3 You wouldn’t be caught dead, where?
A Britain First conference.

Sam Dyson – CEO

From working as a start-up business consultant
to martial arts training, Sam’s professional
background is as diverse as the countries he’s
called home. He moved to Antigua from the
UK in 2009 and – as a keen freediver - thinks
the island’s most beautiful spot is found 150ft
below sea level, just south of Cades Reef.

Nadia Dyson – Founder

UK-born Nadia has lived in Antigua, working
in the local property market, since 2004 and
founded Luxury Locations in 2009. Today
the company exclusively represents some of
the nation’s most exclusive properties and
developments. Nadia hates to cook, is a big

10

Pascale Nunes – Chief operating officer
Born and raised in Africa, Pascale moved to
Antigua in October 1998. A stint in bar work
was followed by an administrative position at
the Big Banana group where she rose through
the ranks to become executive assistant. Pascale
joined the helm of our team in October 2014.
Her favourite Antiguan escape is Green Island.
3 Do you have a favourite drink?
I love a cold Coke Zero, but also a nice glass of chilled Prosecco or
dry wine.
3 What’s your preferred time of day?
I love sunrise, I find it a very peaceful moment.
3 Cats or dogs?
Dogs; they are members of the family. We have four Dogo Argentinos.
3 What’s the weirdest food you’ve ever eaten?

Tel +1 268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com

Bancroft James – Maintenance contractor

A heady past teaching watersports and
managing restaurants is no match for the
challenge of ensuring our rental properties
are kept shipshape. Ebby, who is also a bit
of a whizz in the kitchen with a degree in
culinary arts, says the best part of his work is the
interaction with our clients. “Some say property
management is just dealing with people’s
problems but I genuinely enjoy helping them and making sure they’re
satisfied. People invest everything into their home, they want to know
it’s in safe hands,” he adds.
3 If you were to host a talk show, who would be your first guest?
I’m a Buddhist - the Dalai Lama.
3 Do you believe in ghosts?
Yes, I do. I’ve actually seen one!
3 Desert island, three items - what are you taking?
Water, a spear-gun, and a diving mask.
3 What’s your preferred time of day?
Early morning. It’s peaceful and quiet.
3 Cats or dogs?
I love dogs. I’ve had ‘Enzo’ for 15 years and he is still going strong.
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With 25 years’ experience in the maintenance
field, we were delighted to add Bancroft
James to our team in January 2015. His warm
personality has made him a popular figure with
our guests. Originally from Jamaica, Bancroft
has lived in Antigua more than two decades
and loves the challenge and resourcefulness his
job entails. When he’s not at work, he’s often
found in the kitchen cooking up Jamaican national dish ackee and
saltfish.
3 Do you have a favourite drink?
Carrot juice.
3 Cats or dogs?
Dogs.
3 What’s in the trunk of your car?
Tools.
3 What was your most-loved childhood toy?
My truck.
3 What Antiguan restaurant keeps you going back for more?
Runway 10. I love the barbeque wings.

Ebby Kelsick – House-keeping and quality
control officer
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Back in Zaire, a grilled grasshopper. It was crunchy and had no taste,
or none that I can recall.
3 What’s in the trunk of your car?
Today nothing, which is kind of weird as at times there can be a very
interesting array of random items.
3 Favourite pizza topping?
Goat’s cheese and arugula.

Alex Andre Rhodes – Photographer
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For talented Antigua-born photographer Alex,
capturing the island’s stunning scenery on
camera has long been a passion and a mode of
relaxation. Alex joined the Luxury Locations team
in spring 2013 and is the man behind the lens
in much of the magazine’s spectacular imagery.
Alex once began training as a pilot and spends
his spare time fixing mischievous computers and
reading Harry Potter.
3 If you were a cocktail, what would you be and why?
A mojito. It’s sweet and a little bit sour.
3 If you were to host a talk show, who would be your first guest?
Tyra Banks. I love her ambition. I would ask her how she keeps
herself looking so good.
3 What teacher had the biggest impact on you in school?
Miss Cane. She was extremely strict and to the point. I like that in a
person and I respected her a lot.
3 Favourite gadget?
My cameras. I have four. My favourite is my Canon EOS 5D Mark III
– it’s fast, powerful and precise.

Javier Spencer – General operations assistant
If there’s one thing our eternally upbeat Javier
loves as much as salsa dancing, it’s his new
role assisting with the general operations of
our business. His background in international
business and trade policy have put him in good
stead for this diverse job which ranges from
assessing real estate trends to meeting and
greeting our guests. Most of all Javier loves the
“vibe and energy” of his coworkers – and the sea view from our Jolly
Harbour office.
3 Do you have any phobias?
I have a fear of drowning. When I was a small child and I got sick, my
mother believed the best way to make me better was to dunk me in
the sea. I have never learned to swim.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know about you.
I am a wine aficionado and I love to pair wine with food. I make a
point of trying a new wine every week. Last week I tried a red Voga
Italia. My all-time favourite is Apothic Red which is a great one to
bring out the different flavours in a dish.
3 Cats or dogs?
I have a dog, Jumbo. He’s a three-year-old Rottweiler/Mastiff cross –
hence the name.
3 Favourite gadget?
Any high-end Android smartphone. I do absolutely everything on my
phone.
11
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About Antigua & Barbuda
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Give a little, gain a lot

Smitten with our islands? Here are a few ideas for giving back and passing on the love.

A is for animals
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The gentle, furry residents at PAAWS’ animal shelter in Parham
are desperate for reliable, trusted volunteers to help care for them
while they await their forever homes. The charity is calling for
dog and cat lovers to help feed, groom, walk and play – and lend
a hand with general management and office duties too. Interested
people should be able to commit to a regular session or day each
week.
Email paaws.antigua@gmail.com or call (268) 561-1484.
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B is for books

What could be more rewarding than helping youngsters improve
their literary skills? If you love books, have bags of patience and
a talent for bringing children’s stories alive, bring yourself and
your best ‘BFG’ voice down to the Cushion Club where pintsized bookworms meet
each week for a range of
reading-based activities.
Sessions take place
Saturdays from 10.30am to
noon at the University of
West Indies’ open campus
in Queen Elizabeth
Highway.
Email
cushionclub@yahoo.com
for more details.
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E is for emergency

Antigua’s volunteer emergency responders deal with around 30
search-and-rescue calls and offer medical assistance to more than
1,000 people at ABSAR’s donation-dependent clinic every year.
More volunteers are urgently needed, with training provided for
everything from ambulance calls to fighting fires. Boat drivers,
navigators and crew are also vital, along with communications
personnel and fundraisers.
Email info@absar.org or call (268) 562-1234.

H is for hospital

You don’t need to be a nurse to bring a little light into the
lives of patients at Mount St John’s Medical Centre. Good
Samaritans are invited to make social visits, read to kids in
the paediatric ward, take the book cart round and undertake
other duties depending on individual skills, following the
successful completion of an orientation.
Email info@msjmc.org or call (268) 484-2700 ext. 2711 /
2251.

About Antigua & Barbuda

K is for kids’ camp
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Outgoing, energetic islanders able to think on their feet are
always in need to help lead activities at Swalings’ school holiday
camps which run all through summer, Christmas and Easter. A
diverse range of children enjoy pursuits like hiking, beach trips,
even sushi making. Can you freestyle like Michael Phelps or bend
it like Beckham? Swalings also welcomes volunteers at its
after-school swimming and football clubs.
Visit www.facebook.com/swalingsanu or call (268) 726-2565.

L is for learning
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You may have groaned at the thought of algebra back when flares
were still in fashion but we’re willing to bet you wouldn’t be
without your elementary education now. Give a disadvantaged
youngster a leg-up in life by donating a backpack to Antigua’s
summer schoolbags scheme. Quality bags able to last the full
year should be filled with 12 standard issue black and white
composition books, pens, pencils, erasers, sharpeners, geometry
sets and loose-leaf binder sheets. Welcome extras include
crayons and colouring books.
Email Koren Norton at korenkardia@hotmail.com or call (268)
764-5574 or call Corina Edwards-Sealy on (268) 464-0229.

W is for warm fuzzies

There’s no limit to the warm fuzzy glow available by getting in
touch with the Halo Foundation, a local umbrella organisation
supporting 25 Antiguan charities from the Red Cross to Kiwanis.
Halo’s big-hearted members have made it their mission to improve
the lives of the vulnerable, transforming suffering into smiles and
hunger into health.
Visit www.foundationhalo.org or call (268) 462-0003.

S is for sailing

It’s impossible to overstate the delight that sailing can bring to the lives of disabled
nautical enthusiasts, says National Sailing Academy founder Elizabeth Jordan. She’s
urging qualified sailors to offer a few hours a week to the organisation’s thriving
‘Sailability’ programme which enables scores of people to experience the thrill of the
open seas aboard purpose-built, non-capsizable Challenger Trimarans.
Visit www.nationalsailingacademy.org/sailability or call Elizabeth Jordan
on (268) 464-2645.

13
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INSPIRE.

Pushing the boat out for this year’s vacation? Here’s all you
need to know about luxury yacht charters
Your agent will ask questions to
determine your style, expectations, budget
and any other specific requirements,
like a Jacuzzi on board or special
accommodation.
It’s about finding the perfect
combination of style, size, type of yacht
and excellent crew, and then marrying that
with your dates and location preference.
Your broker will advise you on which
yachts are going to be available and
negotiate the right yacht and price. A good
broker will know if a yacht is due to be sold
or if a refit is overdue – things you wouldn’t
know from looking at the brochure.

Jet Skis, Seabobs, wakeboards, diving and
snorkelling gear and various towable toys,
such as donuts and bananas are a standard
on most of the best superyachts around.
Inflatable water slides and inflatable
‘islands’ are also gaining in popularity,
however some of the coolest and most
‘out there’ toys would include submarines,
various diving machines, Flyboards, Jetsurfs
and amphibious vehicles.
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2 Let’s cut to the chase, exactly
how much dough do I need?

Many people think that a private charter
experience is only for the super-rich. This
is not completely true. There are fantastic
yachts, both power and sail, at just about
every price point, depending on the yacht
and location. [Don’t expect to fork out
less than US$5,000 a week for something
fractionally larger than an air mattress.
Rates could top an eye-watering US$2m for
Roman Abramovich’s appropriately-named
Eclipse.]
Most yachts are priced ‘plus expenses’
– about 30 per cent of the weekly rate,
excluding gratuity. In the Caribbean,
most of the smaller sailing yachts and
catamarans, as well as a few small motor
yachts, offer very attractive ‘all inclusive’
pricing.

Lo

rivate discotheques, helipads,
cinemas and soccer fields. If you
think it sounds like a wish list for a
post-Lottery win abode, think again. These
are just some of the decadent features
aboard today’s most deluxe superyachts.
And all that’s before we get to the spas,
piano bars and indoor gardens.
The brave new world of boating is
bigger, bolder and brasher than ever.
Whether you’re thinking of chartering a
crewed vessel yourself – or daydreaming
about spending that windfall (we won’t
judge) – read on.
We put your questions to Reia Stannard,
of yacht vacation experts Charterworld.

Watertoys! Such as? My inner child
is begging to be released!

ns

Anchors aweigh

clubs or discotheques, in addition to the
vast amount of the latest water toys.

2 Suits you sir. How do I choose
the yacht for me?

You can have pretty much anything and
everything you desire. Some of the most
luxurious superyachts on the market
include entire decks dedicated to the
owner’s quarters, helicopter landing pads
that can convert into basketball/soccer
fields, a deluxe spa with a private reception
area, cinema, large swimming pool, night
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First you need to decide how involved you
want to be in the entire sailing experience.
If adventure and ‘wind in your hair’ is
your thing, you might want to opt for a
sailing yacht charter. If you picture yourself
relaxing in a comfortable sun chair, sipping
on a delicious cocktail with not a thing to
worry about, then motor yachts may be for
you.

2 I’m feeling outrageously lavish.
What are some of the most dynamic
facilities the highest end superyachts
offer today?

Photo: Mondomarine
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Vogue vessel:
Anchors
aweigh
From frocks to yachts

2 What’s an appropriate tip rate?

ns

A tip anywhere, whether at a restaurant
or on a luxury yacht charter, is dependent
on your experience. Generally speaking,
however, anywhere from 10-20 per cent.

Photo: Heesen Yachts

Photo: Charter World
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Communication is key. To ensure we have
the clearest information, CharterWorld
sends out a guest preference sheet which
should always be completed with as much
detail as possible. Its main purpose is to
ensure that the crew, especially the chef,
can prepare and provision for everything
you may need onboard.
Our brokers like to put our clients in
contact with the crew for a relationship
to develop and for the chef to understand
what the guests would like, if there are any
allergies to be aware of or if menus need to
be tailored for specific requirements.
We advise you to discuss your
expectations of what you would like to see
and do on the trip with the captain. Does
your group like to be on the go? Are you
comfortable with longer passages and time
underway during your charter? Or are you
more interested in a relaxed pace with
plenty of time for watersports, exploring
ashore, or relaxing? The captain will have
additional recommendations too and be
able to get a feel for your group’s interests
and preferences.
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2 I fancy my chances wakeboarding
– and faint at the sight of spinach.
How do I make sure the crew will
pander to my every whim?

2 Focaccia is so 1995. What can
I expect to find on my plate these
days?

We are seeing lighter, fresher, more global
cuisine than in previous years, trending
away from things like classic French
cuisine, heavy sauces and heavier multicourses. Chefs like to incorporate their
travels into their cooking and add exotic
flavours or new preparations to dishes we
all know and love.
There is a growing trend to source
locally, highlighting local ingredients and
specialities from the region the charter is
taking place at.
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Anchors aweigh
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Presentation also plays an important
role and crew are trained to ensure you are
served healthy and mouth-watering dishes
in a luxurious and immaculate setting. The
right chef should be almost like a magician.
Some of the best are great creators who do
not fear to combine exotic ingredients with
more traditional ones, resulting in aweinspiring meals.
The dinner menu is often composed of
six courses but portions are very small and
light.
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2 What makes a good crew?
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Photo: Antigua and Barbuda Tourism Authority

A great crew is about the most important
ingredient to a successful yacht charter. You
could have the best yacht in the world with
a bad crew and you would probably have
a disappointing charter. You need to ensure
you are matched up with a great crew and
your broker can help you in this regard. A
great crew is a team of people who work
brilliantly in their individual roles, but also
as a collective – it is easy to notice when
you see a crew like this in full swing and
the guests will know it too. It is of course
about skill and professionalism but also
about communication and anticipating
what the guests’ needs are almost before
they do.

2 What level of interaction with
crew is appropriate?
Our preference sheet asks clients precisely
what they’d prefer. Typically, Americans and
family groups with small children prefer
a higher level of interaction and a more
relaxed, informal relationship, while still
receiving a high level of service.
An adults-only party, or a smaller group
of couples, may prefer a more formal
relationship with the crew with more
private time. A good crew will have some
idea in advance of the guests’ expectations
and be able to provide exceptional service
either way.

2 What are some of the most
popular destinations?
During the northern hemisphere’s summer
it’s the Mediterranean – Italy, France,
Croatia, Montenegro, Turkey or Greece.

Photo: Charmaine Spencer
Antigua and Barbuda Tourism Authority
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The south of France and the Amalfi Coast of
Italy remain at the top of the list.
In winter, the Caribbean is the preferred
destination and is steadily becoming
popular year-round. During the day you
can enjoy complete privacy at a hidden
cove, a small uninhabited island or a
private beach, while in the evening you can
be escorted by private tender to the nearby
port town, or take a short helicopter flight
to the nearest city to dance the night away.
In the summer months, Alaska is
also very popular with excellent options
available. And New England offers easy
access to the nearby islands of Martha’s
Vineyard, Nantucket, Block Island, and
Cape Cod.

ns

Vogue vessel:
Anchors
aweigh
From frocks to yachts

Photo: Charter World

2 Flatter us, what makes Antigua &
Barbuda the best?

Lo

With a beach for every day of the year
variety is not an issue when finding a new
place to drop anchor. Antigua has excellent
facilities for yachts large and small and a
very rich naval history. English Harbour is
an extraordinary place – an 18th century
Royal Navy outpost that retains all of that
history to this day.
Barbuda is smaller and more remote
but with pink sandy beaches and fewer
people it’s the perfect place for a private,
stunning anchorage.
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2 And finally, is it really all me, me,
me?

Photo: Antigua and Barbuda Tourism Authority

Yacht charter is a holiday customised
specifically to your requirements and
preferences – like a private, floating resort
with staff dedicated only to you. It’s a great
alternative to a more conventional luxury
holiday which will leave you and your
family with unforgettable memories and
great new experiences. n

Visit www.charterworld.com for
more information, email world.
reservations@charterworld.com or
USA.reservations@charterworld.com.
Call the Florida office on
+1 954 603 7830 or London on
+44 207 193 7830.
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Artisan-Crafted Cobra Collection
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John Hardy and Cobra Collection are Registered Trademarks.

LOOK.
Life’s Little Luxuries
s Serious man jewellery

You never know when you might need a 8mm bolt wrench. With
29 functions, the handy Leatherman Tread multi-tool bracelet is
customisable, fits any wrist and looks super cool at the same time.
This functional, US airport-approved jewellery – which steps up
to the plate whenever impromptu handiwork is required – is ready
even when you’re not.
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Languid island life may have you under the impression that
techno toys have barely progressed since the Tamagotchi
(remember those?) You’ll be surprised to discover just
how many avant-garde innovations can be found right
here in Antigua. From funky personal projectors to spinny
suspended speakers, these groovy gadget-type thingies will
give you more swagger than Mick Jagger.

ns

Gadgets for geeks

2Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage Quay, St John’s.

Tel: (268) 462-3474 or visit www.aquasportsantigua.com.

t Unforgettable adventures

Lo

The inspired Body Glove Passage dive mask with custom
attachment to hold your GoPro in place means you can capture
brief encounters with timid turtles and speedy sharks with ease.
The high quality mask features a comfortable silicone skirt and
super clear lenses for optimum vision. There’s a purge valve for
easy clearing, and side release buttons for quick removal when
you’re done.

2Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (268) 462-3474 or visit www.aquasportsantigua.com.

ry

s Levitating speaker
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Not only does this wireless floating Bluetooth speaker defy gravity,
it challenges conventional methods of listening to music too. The
ICE Orb portable device is designed to increase 3D sound effect,
and pairs automatically to any smartphone or tablet with NFC
function. If you feel like continuing the levitating theme, Radio
Shack also sells clear plastic chairs. Now that could really spin
your friends out.

2Available from Radio Shack in Market St/St Mary’s St, St John’s.
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Tel: (268) 480-2380.

It’s show time

Gone are the days when looking at projector images involved
unrolling a metre-squared canvas screen and lots of furniture
shuffling. This nifty handheld Kodak iShow 1000 is fractionally
bigger than an iPhone and allows you to project content from your
smartphone anywhere you like. Best of all, it has its own WiFi
network and connects easily to any device. The flip-out mini-stand
means there’s no need to get out the Yellow Pages to prop it up
either.

2Available from Cameras Plus in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Email thecamerashop@candw.ag or call (268) 462-3619.

Life’s Little Luxuries

t Lights, camera, selfie

ns

The ability to snap eight frames a second thanks to its mirrorless
design makes the Olympus Pen E-PL6 superb for action shots - and
the perfect remedy to tremulous hands. It’s also got super speedy
autofocus, 16.1 megapixels for outstanding image quality, built-in
WiFi, and a light compact body for easy portability. The tilt and
swivel high-res LCD touchscreen is ideal for selfies. Kim K, watch
and learn.

2Available from Cameras Plus in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
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Email thecamerashop@candw.ag or call (268) 462-3619

s Plug and play

Cast your favourite entertainment from your phone straight to your
TV with the portable Chromecast media-streaming adaptor. This
clever little toy turns any HDMI-equipped television into an appdriven smart TV when paired with a phone, tablet or computer.
Versatile, reliable and easy to set up, you can wirelessly stream
Netflix, YouTube and more – not to mention apps for music,
working out or catching up on sports.

2Available from All Tech Accessories in Old Parham Road.

t Gamers rejoice!

Lo

Call (268) 560-0006.

ry

With Quantum Break, Halo 5 Guardians and Forza Motorsport
6 now on the market, plus hundreds more games due for release
in the coming months, there’s plenty to keep Xbox One junkies
fuelled up. The successor to the Xbox 360 offers impressive
graphics, a comfortable hand-held controller and a Media Player
app that will play nearly any file format you throw at it. Definitely
on our Christmas wish-list.

2Available from Neverland in Redcliffe Street, St John’s.

Headphones don’t get much more hip than these chic wireless
wraparounds from LG. They can be paired with virtually any
Bluetooth-enabled device, including phones, tablets and laptops,
allowing you to conveniently make calls and control your tunes
on the go. The ambient noise-cancellation technology equals
optimum acoustics whether on a plane or in a busy shopping mall.

2Available from All Tech Accessories in Old Parham Road.
Call (268) 560-0006.
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Call (268) 562-4343.

t Mobile melodies
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MEET.

David ‘Krokuss’ Edwards
well lit and there were some guys racing
on bikes. One went into me and I was hit
in the throat by the handlebars. I was in
hospital for a couple of months. They said I
would never talk again.

“
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ou’d be forgiven for thinking the
recording studio for a band of such
legendary and international renown
as Burning Flames would be a little more
on the fancy side. Abbey Road it isn’t. But
the modest chattel house in Potters, Antigua
– where the famous Edwards brothers grew
up – is entirely in sync with bassist and
vocalist Krokuss’s ability to shift seamlessly
between performing for White House
nobility and taking up the karaoke mic’ at
his local bar.
Luxury Locations Magazine found him
characteristically chipper, perched on the
railings outside said studio where he’d been
hard at work on his Carnival 2016 soca
offerings.
The flamboyant 54-year-old – whose
solo alter egos include Lord Satellite and
the Natural Rampler – talks motorsports,
overcoming muteness and how he only
became a musician because his mum made
him.

ns

Face to face with…

always practicing while I was working on
my motorcycles in the yard. One day two
of the band members had to travel which
meant they wouldn’t be able to play at a gig
that was coming up. My mother said, let
him sing, meaning me. I was 17.
In those days your parents ruled, so
if she said I had to do it, I had to do it. It
was a Wednesday and we had to play on
the Sunday. I couldn’t sing and I couldn’t
play any instruments back then; I was just
a mechanic. But they wrote down all the
songs in notebooks for me and I had four
days to learn them. It was very hard and I
was freaking out, it was really scary. After
that, I started practicing and learning some
instruments. The guitar followed later on.
One thing led to another.

One day two of the band
members... wouldn’t be able to
play at a gig that was coming
up. My mother said, let him
sing, meaning me. I was 17.”

3 What would you have done if you hadn’t
been a musician?
My first love is still cars. I love racing. I
hate planes though; I’m scared like hell of
flying but I travel a lot. The most interesting
places I have toured are Colombia, Brazil
and Peru.
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I went five years – through most of
school – not speaking. The day I finally did,
I was riding a donkey. It was running away
with me and I had to say ‘woah’. That was
the first thing I said in five years. I went
home and no one knew I could talk again.
My throat was still damaged so badly I
could only eat soup and coco tea. I asked
my mother to pass me the coco. She did –
and then realised it was me that had said it
and broke down in tears.
3 How did you get into music?
I was forced into it. I was a mechanic and
my brothers were musicians and were

Lu
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3 What was your childhood in Antigua like?
(Pause) I’m trying to find the right words.
(Another pause) It was terrible. We were
the poorest family in the village. I had six
brothers and six sisters; I was number 10.
But my mother always told us to go to
school and learn to read and write because
we were going to need it when we got older.
All of us were the same size so one
of us went to school one day and another
the next day, because we only had one
pants, one pair of shoes, one book. I never
really knew my father but my mother’s still
around; she’s 92 and lives in Alabama.

3 Is that true that you lost your voice for a
long time?
I was hit by a bike when I was 12 on Potters
main road. It was night and we heard an
argument, people cussing, so we went out
to look. In those days the streets were not

24
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3 With more than 30 albums and 20-plus
singles over the last three decades, people
say Burning Flames put Antigua on the
world’s musical map. Do you agree?
Just the other day I was thinking about that.
But Burning Flames has been going too
long now to say how the musical scene
would have been without us – 30 years,

The eyes have it

3 Any regrets?
No regrets. I’m just grateful to be alive.
3 You’re known for your diverse style.
What’s your favourite on-stage persona?
Natural Rampler. It’s more hype, more ‘fleek’.
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3 Soca has evolved a lot over the years.
What do you think of the contemporary
style?
It’s too cyber now. I like the old school
stuff better. Some of the current stars are
too cocky! But if they take it in the right
direction they can be really good musicians
and I support them. They are doing good
and they are taking soca out there. It needs
guys like those to continue from where we
are leaving off.
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3 What’s been your proudest moment
over the years?
Playing for (President Bill) Clinton’s
inauguration in 1993. That was lovely. We
used to have this manager from Boston; he
got us into Colombia and all those places.
He hooked us up with the inauguration too
and it was a blast – really, really good. We
socked it to them.

ns

that’s a long time. The song people still love
to hear is ‘Worky Worky’, which was one of
our earliest hits.
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3 Any advice for young musicians just
starting out?
Be yourself, think positive and the sky’s the
limit. Remember there’s more than one star
in the sky. Everyone goes for the furthest
one but usually there’s one right there that’s
easier to reach – so grab that one and keep
going up.

3 What do you do when you’re not
performing or practicing?
I love to cook. I can cook anything. I like
making soup best. The secret to good soup
is plenty meat. I get it fresh from the market
and I like to include unusual cuts.
3 Where’s your favourite island hangout?
Antigua is a nice piece of rock; there are
lots of places. I love to hang out in Jolly

Harbour because it’s quiet and different. I
like the Underdog bar – I go there to play
pool and sing karaoke.

Photo: Gemma Hazelwood

3 How would you like to be remembered?
Just as a funny guy. A down to earth, funny
guy.
3 Anything else you think I should have
asked?
Well, you could ask me if I am ever going
to get married.
3 OK, do you think you will ever get
married?
I have no idea. (Belly laugh) I have 19
children – 10 boys and nine girls. I’ve never
been married; it’s never dawned on me. But
one day I might. n
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LOOK.

Grand old dame of the sea
who died in 1962 leaving a legacy of
sophisticated and resilient creations.
Puritan is no exception, considered by
many as Alden’s masterpiece and a true
bluewater cruiser due to her sturdy and
reliable construction and design. She was
built with a steel hull and teak deck by the
Electric Boat Company of New London,
Connecticut, which specialised in navy
submarines.

“

After the Second World War, her
illustrious saga continued when new owner,
Harry Bauer, invited the American Museum
of Natural History to organise an expedition
to the Gulf of California using Puritan as its
base.
“They sailed more than 4,000 miles
and collected three-quarters of a ton of
scientific specimens, ranging from molluscs
to whale skull, from the Miocene to the
Pleistocene age,” current captain Simone
Pandolfi told Luxury Locations Magazine.
The results of this voyage can still be seen
at the museum in New York.
In 1967, Puritan was sold to Mariano
Prado-Sosa, son of an ex-president of Peru,
who brought her back to yacht standard
complete with a new engine, varnish and
air-conditioning. She spent the next few
years dazzling the crowds around the
Caribbean and Acapulco, before being
seized by the Mexican government on
behalf of Peruvian officials who believed
the vessel had been bought with Peruvian
money.
Puritan was to change hands again
in 1972 – this time to Bill Bolling, an
American who fell in love with her having
just sold his previous boat to Senator
Edward ‘Ted’ Kennedy.
“Bolling restored her again and sailed
her to win the Mystic Schooner race in
her class in Connecticut,” Mr Pandolfi
continued.
Following a stint undertaking charters
in the Caribbean, Puritan was sold to the
Ferruzzi family in 1991. “The family was
supporting the Italian challenge to the
America’s Cup in 1992 with ‘Il Moro di
Venezia’ and Puritan attended all the round
robins as the family yacht,” he added.
The vessel was sailed privately
around the Caribbean and Mediterranean
until 2015 when she was sold to her
current owner, an unnamed classic yacht
aficionado. She was finally placed back in
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The sensitively restored
85-year-old first hit the high
seas in 1931 and is one of the
most beautiful American
schooners still afloat.”

Lo

istinguished ladies of a certain
age make their presence felt with
a graceful carriage and simple
elegance, unfettered by both superlatives
and pomposity. If classic sailing yacht
Puritan were human, she’d be recumbent
on a chaise longue, martini in hand,
reminiscing about her colourful past and
the grand old days of Swing.
The sensitively restored 85-year-old
first hit the high seas in 1931 and is one of
the most beautiful American schooners still
afloat. Part of her charm is in her ability to
immediately put guests at ease thanks to
her warm ambience, enhanced by the light
Oregon pine finish, and an absence of fuss
and frippery.
A refined 120ft (36.5m) long, Puritan’s
only nod to modernity is a few technical
renovations (age challenges the best of
us) before being released for charter in
mid-2016 after 25 years living the life of an
international beauty queen.
The luxury vessel was designed by
seminal US naval architect John G Alden

ry

Commissioned by Edward M Brown,
of New York, Puritan was used as a private
yacht until 1941. She was later converted
into a military ship to patrol the Mexican
coast for the US Navy and is credited with
sighting a Japanese submarine which was
allegedly sunk following her radio call.
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Poise, panache and polish – vintage yacht Puritan has all the hallmarks of nobility
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the charter market this summer and is likely
to make her balletic entry into Antigua in
the coming months.
History comes alive amid Puritan’s
splendid wooden surrounds. Her large
saloon has a dining table for 10 people,
comfortable settees and chairs and ample
storage spaces.
Up to eight guests can be
accommodated in the four cabins,
comprising a master suite and three
doubles. The owner cabin boasts original
marble-covered walls and exquisite antique
details. All cabins have en-suite facilities.
Puritan can also sleep a captain and six
crew – enough to cater to one’s every whim
– and is air-conditioned throughout.
Powered by a 280hp diesel engine,
Puritan cruises comfortably at eight knots
(15kmh/9mph) with a top speed of 11 knots
(20kmh/13mph). From around US$40,000
(plus taxes) a week, vintage vessel lovers
can have her all to themselves via charter
firm Silver Star Yachting.
Her authentic interior remains
untouched and even her sail maneouvres
are still performed manually. Today,
Puritan’s timeless quality and careful
restoration make her the perfect antidote
to many of her florid contemporary
counterparts. Almost a century since her
launch, this iconic vessel continues to go
on her silent way, deliciously evoking the
majestic glories of her heyday. n
27
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Antigua Athletic Club
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Taking care of your health and your happiness too

W

ith a prime location on the
boundary of the international
airport, the Athletic Club is
arguably Antigua’s finest fitness facility.
Its centrepiece is its 25-metre competitive
lap pool, fringed with sunloungers, and
the fully-licensed Vitality Kitchen and Bar
where members and non-members alike
are welcome to enjoy delicious smoothies
and fresh, health-conscious meals, cooked
from scratch with only natural ingredients.
The club’s luxurious 3,800 sqft
surrounds also include an air-conditioned
gym with vast range of Cybex strength and
cardio equipment and a specially designed
rubber floor to reduce injuries. The stylish
locker rooms, finished in oak and granite,
feature spotless shower cubicles and more
than 100 private lockers.
The Athletic Club, which marks its 10th

anniversary this year, is as popular for its
affable ambience as its first-rate facilities.
Anyone wishing to embark on a bespoke
programme will find eight exceptional
personal trainers catering to everyone from
beginners to bodybuilding competitors.
Boot camp classes, along with spinning,
yoga and Pilates, are open to the public as
is the breeze-filled beauty room offering
a variety of massages and spa treatments.
Throw in free Wi-Fi and oodles of parking
spaces and it’s easy to see how the place
secured its reputation as a one-stop shop
for socialising and salubrity. n
The Athletic Club is open 5am–9pm
Monday to Friday and 9am–5pm Saturday.
Vitality is open 11am–7pm Monday to
Friday and 9am–5pm Saturday.
Call (+268) 460-2582.
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LOOK.
From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island
to find you the coolest, sexiest and most stylish items
worthy of the Luxe List.

ns

The Luxe List

2 FROM ANTIGUA WITH LOVE
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US$7,350

What could be better suited to the wrist of a suave style
icon than this limited edition Omega Seamaster Aqua
Terra 150M designed to commemorate the James Bond
movie Spectre? Powered by the revolutionary master coaxial calibre 8507, the watch has a blue dial inspired by
the Bond crest and is resistant to magnetic fields greater
than 15,007 gauss – a nod to the service number of the
world’s most famous spy.

Lo

Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (268) 462-3107.

2 TREE-HUGGING CHIC
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US$20

2 SPARKLERS FOR LEADING LADIES
Bracelet US$7,220, earrings US$4,500, ring US$3,640

Those stylish Italians at Chimento pride themselves on “looking into the hearts
of women and capturing their desires”. Jennifer Lopez and Molly Sims are
among the dazzling divas to fall head over heels for these elegant Asian-inspired
gold pieces, accented with white diamonds, from Chimento’s Bamboo Over
collection. If it’s good enough for J.Lo, it’s good enough for us.
Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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Discarded plastic bags that festoon every corner of the
island like national flags will soon be a thing of the past
thanks to the recent ban on their importation. These
handy locally-made canvas totes – emblazoned with
Antigua’s nautical coordinates – are a stylish substitute for
trips to the supermarket, gym and beach alike.
Available from Island Gourmet Boutique in Redcliffe
Street, St John’s. Tel: (268) 734-2080.

2 FINE FESTIVE FIZZ
Prices vary with special offers

No celebration is complete without the sound of popping corks.
Valdo Cuvee Di Boj Prosecco brings the spirit to any soiree and
pairs perfectly with good quality cheese, salami or these delicious
Tuscole savory snacks. Crisp, clean and with hints of candied
pear and apple skins, Valdo Cuvee Di Boj is sumptuous summer
sipping.

ns

Available from Ticchio Italian Food & Wine at the Woods Centre,
St John’s.
Tel: (268) 562-8673.
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2 QUINTESSENTIALLY FEMININE
US$77, 75ml

If the secret to happiness is remembering to stop and smell the roses,
this floral fragrance – which bears the quintessential aroma of an English
country garden – is a good place to start. Mont Blanc’s Lady Emblem, with
additional notes of mesmerising sake, sparkling pink pepper and juicy pink
grapefruit, is designed for the sophisticated, elegant lady who never fails to
shine.
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Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (268) 462-3107.

2 FOR YOUR LOUNGING PLEASURE
From US$7,900
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Cool off during the summer months – or warm up in winter - in the
world’s only self-cleaning hot tub which filters each drop of water every
15 minutes. Equipped with high-powered jets, variable temperatures and
seats shaped especially for lounging, they’re billed as the best way to
rekindle romance and relationships with family and friends.
Available now at Living Style Antigua on Cobbs Cross main road.
Tel: (268) 788-5110.

2 FEEL-GOOD FOOTWEAR
US$73 (duty-free rate)

It’s not often your choice of footwear can give a leg-up to the developing
world. For every pair of these classic TOMS canvas shoes purchased,
somewhere a child in need will get some too. We love this black and
white woven rope design with elastic V for easy on and off, supportive
arch insert and cushioned insoles for extra comfort when pounding
Antigua’s less than shipshape streets.
Available from Sunseakers in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (268) 462-4523.
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INSPIRE.
Four Antiguan men’s record-breaking row across the Atlantic
sounded so preposterous Archie made him
repeat it three times. It’s not every day that
a fellow approaching 70 suggests doing
something as outlandish as rowing 3,000
gut-wrenching miles from the Canary
Islands to the Caribbean in a vessel the size
of a modest garden shed.

“

The challenge is one so onerous that
more people have been into space than
completed it successfully. Which probably
explains why the four men’s nearest and
dearest were not quite so enthused.
“My wife gave me hell. Then I reminded
her I was heavily insured and she said, have
a nice trip,” Nick, 67, jokes.
Not only were Team Wadadli the oldest
to ever complete the crossing, they were
also the first from Antigua – despite the
island’s long history as the race’s finishing
point – and only the second from the
Caribbean.
While age may not have been on
their side, maritime experience was. All
long-time seamen, their many years on the
water – whether sailing, fishing or operating
excursions – would prove to be their boon.
As other teams were forced to subsist solely
on “absolutely awful” high calorific freezedried food, the Antiguans supplemented
their diet with freshly caught mahi mahi.
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magine you’re a film producer.
Ingredients for an epic blockbuster
might include one really remarkable,
awe-inspiring feat – rowing across the
mighty Atlantic Ocean in a boat less than
nine metres long perhaps – and a battle
against the odds to achieve it. You’d throw
in a freak hurricane, various mechanical
obstacles, definitely some Jaws-esque
wildlife at disconcerting proximity. And just
maybe you’d give your hapless protagonists
a median age of somewhere between
seasoned and geriatric.
If you think it sounds like a solid script
for a sure-fire box office smash, you could
be right. Except this is not the narrative of
an over-active imagination – and it’s no
Hollywood movie.
One balmy evening in 2014, Antiguan
boat captain Archie Bailey was to receive
a phone call from his good friend, local
physician Dr Nick Fuller. Nick had a
question for Archie; one that initially

Not only were Team Wadadli
the oldest to ever complete the
crossing, they were also the
first from Antigua.”
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Happily for Nick, Archie’s sense of
adventure prevailed. “I told him yes right
away, I couldn’t resist,” the 52-year-old
recalls, laughing.
Completing Nick’s gung-ho quartet
were 74-year-old Peter Smith and John ‘JD’
Hall, 29. Team Wadadli were one of 26
to take part in the 2015 Talisker Whisky
Atlantic Challenge – dubbed the world’s
toughest row.
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ABOVE: Antiguan politician Harold Lovell
(centre) was among thousands of islanders
who turned out to welcome the team home.
LEFT: The team spent 52 days on their tiny
8.64 metre boat, Wa’omoni.
BOTTOM: Peter Smith, 74, shows hands
callused from rowing.
The chilly after-dark temperatures of the
first few days saw the men ditch their plan
to row through the night in favour of sleep
in the boat’s tiny cabins. From 8am to 10pm
most days, two men were on the oars at all
times for hour-long stints.
Rules banning canopies to prevent
them being used as sails leave rowers at
the mercy of the scorching sun. Polyester
clothing is recommended to reduce
chafing but precious little can ward off the
excruciating pressure sores, salt burns and
blisters.
With no fresh water on the boat, water
for drinking and cooking was provided
33
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by onboard solar-powered desalination
equipment. The vessel was also fitted
with an EFOY fuel cell which works like a
mobile power socket to charge things like
the satellite telephone and GPS.
Calypso and reggae provided a
soundtrack to Team Wadadli’s voyage. “We
listened to a lot of ABBA too,” Nick grins.
Motivating tunes included Billy Ocean’s
‘When the Going Gets Tough’ and Shaggy’s
‘Hope’.
With a total of 52 days on the sea,
the men had a lot to time to talk. “We
discussed everything – religion, personal
goals, financial statuses, family life – and
fantasised about what we’d eat first when
we got home,” Nick, who took the role of
captain, continues. “There wasn’t a single
argument or a word of anger between us.
We have a bond for life now; not many
people go through that together.”
JD had prepared himself for
homesickness, particularly when Christmas
came around six days after the race set off
from San Sebastian in La Gomera. “But
what surprised me was how much I would
miss simple things like a cold glass of water,
orange juice and chocolate. Once or twice
we found a chocolate bar on board and it
was a major celebration,” he remembers.
Just three weeks into the journey,
ABOVE: Islanders donned national colours to mark the team’s arrival into Nelson’s
disaster struck.
Dockyard, Antigua.
“No one told us a hurricane was
we could see the water outside through the
just a crack to throw it outside. Even then
coming,” Archie says. “We got a call from
little window. You wouldn’t believe what it
the water would still come in, soaking our
the duty officer saying the wind would be
was like, we literally had to hold on to one
cushions.”
30 or 40 knots.
With the storm putting incredible strain
another.”
“We carried on rowing until the wind
Waves reached more than 40ft in
on the sea anchor, the men knew it was
got so strong that Nick suggested it was
height, tossing the boat around for two and
crucial to check it was in tact, despite the
time to put the sea anchor down.”
a half days.
gales and rain still hammering down outside.
Team Wadadli’s chosen route had put
“It was pretty horrific,” Peter admits.
“I went out to take a look,” Archie says.
them on a direct path with Hurricane Alex
“We knew the boat would last as it was
“We had no choice because if the anchor
–the first Atlantic tropical cyclone to form
self-righting but the noise was tremendous.
broke, it would be over. There would be no
in January in 78 years. Their 8.64 metre
And it felt endless. We couldn’t lie down –
more Archie, no more Peter, no more Nick
(28ft) boat Wa’omoni would be closest to
we were bouncing up and down like ping
and no more JD.”
its centre out of all the participating teams.
Thankfully, bar some necessary
pong balls.”
“I prepared the boat by locking
The heat inside the cabins was overadjustments, the anchor held up. After the
everything down and making sure the
whelming too. And opening the door to
hurricane eventually passed, the men were
cabins had enough food and water,” Archie
relieve it was impossible. “We stayed inside
able to get in a spot of fishing.
continues. “Soon everything started getting
“We caught four mahi mahi that day,”
with candies, peanut butter and jam to eat,”
dark – then everything went crazy.
Archie recalls. “Later, a 10ft shark swam
Archie explains. “If you needed to pee, you
“Inside the cabin was like being in a
alongside us for a couple of hours, so close
had to do it in a bottle. We’d open the door
washing machine, just spinning around;
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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information

We, the sea and the Almighty
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to join Wa’omoni for its final kilometres
back into Nelson’s Dockyard. Along with
pre-ordered steak and fries, the weary
quartet – weighing a collective 60 pounds
lighter – found thousands of islanders
and dignitaries waiting to greet them. The
team’s incredible feat was magnified by the
colossal EC$400,000 they raised for local
cause, St John’s Hospice.
“When we left, no one paid much
attention to us; people just thought, what
the hell do these old guys think they’re
doing,” Nick remarks wryly. “Then we went
through a couple of storms and people
started to think these guys will actually
do it. And we did. We came home in a
rowboat – and in style.
“This challenge is not about muscle; it’s
about endurance, stamina, patience and
perseverance. People told us 80 per cent of
it is in your head and they were right.
“Society is funny. It puts a lot of
psychological boundaries on you as you
get older but if you feel good and you think
you can do it, follow your dream.”
Team Wadadli were the 14th boat to
reach Antigua after 52 days at sea. Winners
Ocean Reunion – four British school pals in
their 20s – also made history by completing
the course in just 37 days, four days faster
than the previous record.
“Our combined age was 100 years more

The team’s incredible feat
was magnified by the colossal
EC$400,000 they raised for local
cause, St John’s Hospice.”
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For Archie, swimming in the ocean
on the days the water was calm was a
highlight. “Millions of people cross the
Atlantic by boat but not many get to do
that. People watching our progress online
thought we weren’t moving at times.
They didn’t know it was because we were
relaxing and swimming,” he laughs.
It wasn’t until Team Wadadli were
almost home that they discovered quite
what a stir their voyage was making back in
Antigua. Like all good movie plots, this one
was to have a life-affirming culmination in
the form of a heroes’ welcome upon their
return.
A flotilla of wellwishers took to the seas
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BELOW: Winning team Ocean Reunion
smashed the record by completing the
3,000-mile course in 37 days
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were many moments of bliss.
“I really enjoyed the night sky – which
was much more intense than anything I
have seen before – and watching all the
shooting stars,” JD says. “We saw the
International Space Station twice, the
phosphorescence in the water was like
something out of Avatar, and the sunsets
were amazing, no matter how many times
we saw them.”
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you could touch it; Nick even grabbed its
dorsal fin. We just prayed it wouldn’t bite
the rudder.
“We started rowing again and it was my
turn to steer first. That’s when we realised
the rudder wasn’t working. It meant one of
us had to get in the water with the shark
there and see what had happened.
“I volunteered because I am
accustomed to sharks. I knew I had to do
it right away because the longer you think
about it, the more things will go through
your mind.”
Appeased by a mahi mahi carcass,
the creature left him alone but it was soon
apparent that the autopilot steering system
had fallen victim to the storm. Again, the
team’s seafaring experience saved the day.
“It was very disheartening and we felt
very upset,” JD says. “Nick created a tiller
system by building a bracket to sit on top
of the rudder with a pole in it, which was
what we grew up using back in the day.”
It meant the men had to steer manually
for the remainder of the journey, taking it in
turns to do two and a half hour stints.
But regardless of the extra toil on top of
the already gruelling daily regimen, there
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than the other teams – some of them were
competitive rowers and we still finished in
the middle,” Nick adds with a broad grin.
JD says the experience has made him
“more appreciative of everything,” while
septuagenarian Peter has made his way into
the record books as the oldest person to
ever row the Atlantic.
“I have sailed across it three times so
I knew what to expect,” he explains. “But
there was a lot of hardship both on the sea
and on the boat itself as it was very small
and bouncy. In 52 days we were never
once still.
“It was a challenge but it feels terrific to
have done it - particularly at my age.”
The first fateful seeds of the trip may
have begun as Nick’s personal endeavour,
but all four men were enthralled by the
idea of being the first team from Antigua to
take part. Their accomplishment has since
ignited interest among a plethora of locals
keen to follow in their footsteps.
Archie has a word of caution. “Most
people wouldn’t last a week out there,”
he says. “Along with the food, there’s the
weight loss, seasickness and dehydration.
“I’ve been on the water 40 years, ever
since I was a kid and I used to stowaway
on my father’s boat when he went on trips.
I’ve been through storms, seen boats sink
and have a lot of friends missing at sea. Out
there you have to prepare for the worst at
all times.”
Nonetheless, he says he would love to
do it again at a later date.
“For me the water is like my home,” he
adds. “I like being on the sea more than
land. It’s peaceful. It’s just you, the sea and
the Almighty.” n

TOP: Team Wadadli from left: Dr Nick
Fuller, JD Hall, Peter Smith, Archie Bailey.
CENTRE LEFT Wellwishers and supporters
turned out in droves to watch Team Wadadli
make their entry into Nelson’s Dockyard
after completing the 3,000-mile Atlantic
course.
CENTRE RIGHT Record-breaking rower
Peter Smith, 74, is reunited with wife
Elizabeth Jordan.
BOTTOM: The men tuck into a celebratory
meal of steak and fries upon reaching
Antigua.
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Why go it alone?
Outsourcing the management of your property can save
headaches, hassle and even money
“It’s vital to find someone who will take
care of your property the same way that
you would take care of your own,” says
Villa Management’s chief operations officer
Pascale Gillis. With many years’ experience
attending to the bricks and mortar of
some of Antigua’s most elite homeowners,
Pascale knows a thing or two about the
industry.
Together with company owners Sam
and Nadia Dyson, Villa Management has a
collective 30 years in the business.
“We look after properties all over
Antigua – and all kinds, from cosy twobedroom holiday homes to multi-million
dollar mansions,” Pascale continues. “Our
comprehensive services apply to houses
that are rented or vacant.
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ABOVE: Pascale Gillis

“With holiday rental homes, we take
charge of everything from advertising for
bookings, meeting and greeting guests
when they arrive, organising transportation
to and from the airport, and arranging
welcome packs and concierge services. We
can also assist with booking tours, private
chefs and even putting together wedding
packages.”
Our friendly and energetic team of
housekeepers are trained to the very highest
standards. “And our properties are cared
for the same way,” Pascale says. “We also
undertake regular checks on all homes and
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f handling maintenance calls at
3am, waiting in endless queues to
pay utility bills and collecting rent
from tardy tenants doesn’t sound like
a barrel of laughs, you may want to
consider entrusting your rental property
into the hands of a professional property
management company.
Finding a reliable and trustworthy
property manager to look after your
investment – particularly when it’s based
in a foreign country – can be a daunting
experience however.
Villa Management is one such
company. Founded by Nadia Dyson almost
a decade ago, the business has gone from
strength to strength, now managing over
US$50m of residential property in Antigua.
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recommend any maintenance or upgrades
that might be needed that will save money
and protect the investment in the longterm.”
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With many years’ experience
attending to the bricks and
mortar of some of Antigua’s
most elite homeowners, Pascale
knows a thing or two about the
industry.”

Houses in the tropics require a special
level of care. And there’s where the firm’s
local knowledge really comes into play.
“We are very familiar with the wear and
tear issues which can arise in this climate
due to the humidity and salt in the air. Rust
is a common problem which we pay close
attention to, along with signs of termites.
Wooden structures and decks need regular
maintenance that homeowners may not
necessarily consider until it’s too late,”
Pascale explains.
Not much of a mathematician? Panic
not! Villa Management can take charge of
your accounts too.
“We can arrange payment for phone,
TV, internet and utility bills, plus property
taxes and manage any staff or contractors
a homeowner may use. We will settle
the books and, because we update our
accounts on a daily basis, we are always
in a position to advise on their status. We
present monthly statements to each of our
homeowners by the middle of each month.”
Pascale adds: “We are always available
seven days a week to answer any concerns
and deal promptly with problems big or
small. Regardless of the value of your
home, our team prides itself on offering a
personal service and always going the extra
mile.” n

Email
info@Villa-Management-Antigua.com
or call (268) 562-7814 for more information.
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Blooming beauty: How Carlisle Bay harnesses nature to
nourish guests from the inside out
baked bread fills the air, this secluded spot
– tucked away from the famed beach, spa,
rooms and restaurants – is the resort’s real
heart and soul.
Since opening in 2003, Carlisle Bay has
prided itself on its ability to complement its
stunning natural environment. Everything
from the tomatoes, peppers and butternut,
to the lemongrass, tarragon and basil,
is grown organically and used in its
acclaimed cuisine.
It’s an ethos that extends into every
corner of its 20-acre grounds which have
recently been given a botanical overhaul to
replenish and enhance what nature blessed
them with.
In December, a young, dynamic team
from Antiguan landscaping contractors
Tropiscapes was tasked with overseeing the
project.
First impressions being paramount,
the hotel’s main entranceway was first to
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eneath a gauze canopy, which acts
as a buttress from both the sun and
the stresses of the outside world, an
array of delicate orchids in various stages of
growth awaits attention.
Tiny emerald shoots in a meticulously
prepared potting mix line one side of the
greenhouse. Opposite, a medley of their
flagging counterparts is laid out atop
wooden benches ready for scrutiny and
repair in a sort of horticultural ICU.
Orchids are finicky creatures, given to
sudden petulance in exchange for minor
infractions such as complacency or light
that’s too harsh. Inside this specially created
sanctuary in the grounds of the Carlisle Bay
resort however, they luxuriate in almost the
same exacting levels of care afforded to the
guests.
Flanked by a herb garden, a row of
cheerfully unruly banana trees and the
hotel kitchen where the aroma of freshly-
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Feast for the eyes

receive their Midas touch. “It needed a bit
of a facelift to get it going,” the firm’s codirector India Crotty says. “It already had
a very exotic feel with the koi pond and
the bamboos so we decided to add to that
by planting some red Hawaiian Ti plants,
which in Hawaii are believed to be lucky
and are traditionally placed at the front
doors of homes.
“I love them because they add great
colour.”
The crowning glory here is the African
baobab tree, flown in especially from
Miami to add an exquisite centrepiece to
welcome guests as they arrive. Baobabs are
said to be the dwelling places of spirits who
guide decision-making and bestow fertility.
The tree’s fecund surrounds can testify
to the latter – the driveway and central
courtyard are ablaze with red pineapples,
bougainvillea, silver buttonwoods and
bismarckia, philodendrons and ferns.
“The property itself has always been
very lush and green,” India continues.
“We have been adding pops of colour and
details – modernising it but keeping its
lovely tropical feel. It’s about finding that
balance between the organic beauty and a
more manicured appearance, with a well
designed flow throughout.”

Carlisle Bay
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That flow includes creating each part of
the resort its own special environment. The
area closest to the road and neighbouring
village is abundant with calabash and
white cedar trees, while native flowers like
vibrant bougainvillea, birds of paradise and
ginger plants set the neutral palettes of the
deluxe beachfront suites alight.
A walk around reveals an emphasis on
indigenous flowers and shrubs. Sea grapes,
ixora and brilliant lantanas are ubiquitous
and form a startling display of colours and
shadows.
The loss of thousands of Antigua’s
iconic coconut palms in recent years from
the devastating lethal yellowing disease has
forced the resort’s 12-strong landscaping
team to be all the more creative. Happily,
Carlisle Bay’s prized palms lining its
powder-soft beach remain in tact thanks
to the conscientious administration of
preventative antibiotics. But the gardening
team nonetheless remains mindful and
proactive.
“We are using lots more local shrubs
and buttonwoods that we know to be hardy
and resistant to disease,” India says. “We
plan to add more flowering trees such as
olives and also royal palms that don’t suffer
from lethal yellowing and really thrive in
sandy areas.”
What is perpetually palpable is the
landscapers’ immense passion for their
work.
“Most of them are from the nearby Old
Road village and have a great sense of pride
in the area,” India says. “The nice thing
about Carlisle Bay is that the resort really
tries to maintain the Old Road atmosphere
with plenty of lush native trees. Many of the
landscapers have worked at the resort since
the beginning.”
One such member of staff is Sylvester
who recalls that the place was “like a
jungle” in those days. “I love the way the
front area looks now,” he imparts, “it’s
nice to see the hibiscus and croton that
have colour all year round. We have lots
of repeat guests who notice and appreciate
the flair we add to the garden.
“My favourite plant is the Christmas
palm – it grows very slowly but when the
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fruits turn red it’s very attractive to me.”
Sylvester remembers planting a
towering African tulip tree many years ago
when it was just a few feet tall. Today it’s
a vision in sweeping branches and scarlet
flowers.
Guests staying in one of the five-star
resort’s beautiful 82 suites have a wealth
of luxurious activities to enjoy, whether
it’s spa treatments, tennis, watersports or
just relaxing in the on-site 45-seat cinema,
pool or stunning library complete with
mood lighting. But, for many, a highlight is
a customised tour of the gardens or hike in
the adjacent rainforest.
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Guests staying in one of the
five-star resort’s beautiful 82
suites have a wealth of luxurious
activities to enjoy...”
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“Many of our international guests
are not familiar with tropical plants,”
Sylvester continues, “so we talk about their
origins and their medicinal benefits – for
example, how aloe can soothe sunburn and
lemongrass can help with fever and colds.
We’re also happy to show them how to care
for, fertilise and propagate the orchids.”
He adds: “Sometimes you can take
things for granted when you see them
every day. It’s always nice to hear people
talk highly about the beauty of the garden.
I enjoy what I do – I wake up every day
feeling fresh and ready to go.”
Oliver Tonge, who has led the team
since December, knows how he feels.
“What I love most is when somebody is
happy to see what we’ve done,” he says.
“A building without a garden is just bare; a
garden uplifts it and gives more value to the
property. It’s like a feast for the eyes.”
For Carlisle Bay’s visitors, the verdant
grounds play a vital role in relaxation and
wellness. As India’s partner Ryan Depretis
puts it: “It’s an escape from city life to
immerse yourself in nature, observe the
colours and listen to the birds sing. It takes
away all the stress and brings a sense of
calm.”
And thanks to the installation of floral
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arrangements in myriad public spaces, the
tranquillity extends indoors too.
A major part of assistant landscaping
manager Murphy Joseph’s work is tending
to the orchids that feature in every single
bedroom, delighting each new occupier.
“You have to love your work,” he says,
“orchids need a lot of patience and care.”
They also take two full years to bloom.
Cajoling them to do so is worth every
effort when their ethereal majesty begins to

unfold. Back in the orchid garden, where
the sun filters through the trees like streaks
of liquid gold, what happens here today
sets the foundation for tomorrow.
It’s a suiting metaphor for a resort that
has consistently laid careful groundwork to
ensure – almost 14 years after welcoming
its first guests – Carlisle Bay continues to
evolve with the times while maintaining its
place as one of tourism’s proudest bedrocks
from days gone by. n
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The pursuit of paradise: actor’s A-list
boost for Barbuda
Robert De Niro travelled the world before he found paradise in Barbuda. Here, he speaks
exclusively to Luxury Locations Magazine about his plans and passion for the sister island.
island’s treasured pink sand beach.
It was that same stretch of sand that De
Niro had fallen in love with many years
previously as a fellow erstwhile K-Club
guest.
In an exclusive interview with Luxury
Locations Magazine, De Niro revealed he
had been searching for an idyllic location
for a new personal project for more than
two years.
“I had been to Barbuda many years
ago and I always remembered the beach. I
went there again two years ago. I had been
looking for a place that inspired me to build
– if I could find a special property to do it,”
the Casino actor said.
His representative Mary Beth Medley
was tasked with identifying a spot that
would appeal to De Niro’s discerning
tastes.
“We looked at many properties all over
the Caribbean – including St Lucia and the
Grenadines,” Medley said. “I told him there
was one available in Barbuda. He asked
if it was the K-Club as he had been there
before.”
As soon as De Niro discovered his
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ometime in late 2014, amid the
usual headlines about marijuana
misdemeanours, fender benders and
minor political hullabaloo, local news
reports that the legendary actor Robert De
Niro was to undertake a US$250m resort
development in Barbuda may easily have
been mistaken for a misprint.
Antigua is no stranger to celebrity
visitors (indeed they flock here regularly
to take advantage of relative anonymity).
They’re just rarely so – well – public about
it.
Not only, it transpired, was the Taxi
Driver star going to invest hard cash to
restore the long abandoned K-Club which
has haunted the sister isle’s graceful shores
since closing in 2004, he was going to play
a leading role in its design. Suffice to say,
it didn’t just make the news in Antigua,
catapulting our little country onto the
society pages of more international papers
than Bruce Jenner’s ‘laryngeal shave’.
Most famous for hosting the late
Princess Diana, remnants of the former
multi-million dollar luxury resort on
Barbuda’s southern tip still fringe the

Actor Robert De Niro is a long-time visitor
to Antigua & Barbuda
cherished stomping ground was up for sale,
it was a fait accompli.
“With the land that was available and
the beautiful beach and everything that
Barbuda has, I decided I would try and do
something there,” De Niro continued.
“The intention is to make a beautiful
resort that’s simple, not ostentatious, not
over-indulgent, not tacky. It will be elegant
and simple – a place that I would like to go
to myself.”
Designs are still in the preliminary
stages but among the plans touted are a
renovation of the existing buildings into a
five-star eco-boutique hotel with casino,
yacht marina and new airport for private
jets. The area leased to De Niro and his
billionaire business partner James Packer
is just shy of 400 acres, incorporating the
K-Club’s 251 acres.
LEFT: Low-lying Barbuda is an unspoilt
tropical paradise famed for its pink sand
beach
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The pursuit of paradise: actor’s A-list boost for Barbuda

“

“There’s also a long process of
developing a relationship with the people
slowly – we are trying to build up a
relationship and trust. The island is a
beautiful island and I know we can do
something that will be respectful of the
culture and the people there and help
create jobs.”
The project, known as Paradise Found’,
has not been without controversy. Critics
have accused the Antigua & Barbuda
government of pushing through new
celebrity-incentive laws removing the right
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ABOVE: Singer Mariah Carey is due to
marry Australian billionaire James Packer
– also De Niro’s business partner – in
Barbuda in 2016.
BELOW: Robert De Niro’s personal style is
reflected in the Greenwich Hotel in New
York which he opened in 2008.
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The intention is to make a
beautiful resort that’s simple,
not ostentatious, not overindulgent, not tacky. It will be
elegant and simple – a place
that I would like to go to
myself.”

of the Barbuda Council to “consider and
approve” large-scale property deals on the
68 square mile island, among others.
Nonetheless, De Niro said most
islanders have been “very receptive”.
“People have been very nice – not 100 per
cent, but pretty much all of them.”
Accompanying the 2014
announcement that the New York-born
actor, who has starred in more than 100
films, was to head the scheme was the
news that he was to assist the country with
something else too – namely, acting as an
‘economic envoy’.
Questioned about that, De Niro gave a
slight laugh. “The economic envoy thing is
just a title – something the government gave
me.”
That hasn’t stopped the 72-year-old
extolling the twin island nation’s virtues
though. He said he has been happy to
advocate the country as a unique holiday
spot. “Some have heard of it, some haven’t
- Antigua they know, Barbuda less so.
There’s interesting wildlife in Barbuda –
some I heard can only be found there, so I
still have to learn that. I plan to spend more
time there, once it’s really up and running,”
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“We are deciding what to build as we
go along,” De Niro said. “It will be a long
process – these things take time to develop.
It won’t be done overnight – there will be
ups and downs, problems and obstacles.
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hotel of 2015 by Luxury Travel Intelligence)
and is poised to open a boutique hotel in
London too.
But perhaps the best idea of his
personal tastes can be seen at the
Greenwich Hotel in Tribeca, New York,
which De Niro opened in 2008. This
low-key 88-room place apparently boasts
a two-bedroom penthouse suite with floorto-ceiling glass dining room. The courtyard
rooms feature outdoor patios and curved art
deco glass to maximise the city vistas. No
two rooms are said to be alike – each one
individually decorated with touches such
as antique silk rugs, Siberian oak floors and
elaborate Moroccan tile bathroom mosaics.
Known for his extensive attention to detail,
De Niro is also alleged to have imported
an 18th century bamboo and wooden spa,
piece by piece from Japan – which was
then reassembled by a staff of 13 artisan
craftsmen flown in especially from the land
of the rising sun.
“He built the Greenwich with a
partner,” Medley explains, “but it’s Bob’s
vision, you can really see his own style in
it.”
Back in Barbuda, she says De Niro and
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he added.
The next trip may well be for Packer’s
wedding to megastar singer Mariah Carey,
believed to be taking place some time after
summer 2016.
In the meantime, Medley is spending
much time on the ground in Barbuda as a
team of 20-plus experts carries out studies
to enable a solid blueprint for the project to
be drawn up.
So far, she says, it is likely to comprise a
full-service resort with around 40 standalone cottages, restaurants, recreation areas
and a spa.
“Most buildings will be two-storey,
we don’t plan to build up. It will be very
low density and very much in sync with
nature,” Medley continued. “It will be
small, elegant, private and secure. Bob is
very particular; it’s very important for him
that everything is right before we start,
which means when we do start, we go.”
It’s not the first time De Niro has turned
his hand to the hospitality industry. He
helped found the first Nobu restaurant in
New York City in 1994, is co-owner of
Nobu Hotel Manila (which had the dubious
distinction of being named worst luxury

ABOVE: Royal connection: Barbuda was
one of the few places on earth Princess
Diana could find peace.

Packer are committed to preserving the
island’s inherent special qualities. “There’s
an amazing amount of beautiful trees
there that we will be able to use and build
around. I had an arborist walk through and
identify the species; he’s also a bird fanatic
and was amazed at how many different
birds and ducks there were, so we will get a
nature specialist in too.
“The local environment is very
important to us. We will be encouraging
guests to go and see the frigate bird
sanctuary, the caves and historical sites.”
Medley said it was vital that Barbudans
were as involved as possible in the project
– and its economic offshoots.
“There are people in every community
that have a dream; maybe they’d like a little
restaurant or a kayak or bike stall or do
guided tours through the caves. We want to
help them to develop their own businesses
too, as well as providing training and jobs
in our property.”
Medley, who has lived in various places
in the Caribbean for 20 years, said she
remained passionate about the region.
“It’s important that people are listened
to and appreciated and not taken for
granted.”
She added: “There’s a lot of pride on the
island about the K-Club. Many people tell
me they used to work there and remember
it with fondness. We want to rebuild that
beauty, in our own way.” n
LEFT: Known for its majestic wildlife, the
sister isle is home to one of the world’s
largest colonies of frigate birds.
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NOT just another day at the beach...

Lunch Tuesday thru Sunday
Dinner Thursday, Friday and Saturday by reservation

www.facebook.com/JacquiOsBeachHouseAntigua
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the food. the cocktails.
the service. THE people. the vibE.
CalL (268) 562-2218
Jacqui O’s is located in Valley Road, St Mary’s, Antigua
Email: lovebeachantigua@gmail.com

LIVE.

Living Style Antigua’s products deliver quality and durability –
and good news for both the pocket and the planet
comes with a 25-year warranty – enough
to put a smile on the face of the most jaded
environmentalist.
“It requires hardly any maintenance,
doesn’t rot, is highly resistant to algae, has
the highest anti-slip rating in the EU and is
easy to install,” Alan explains.

“
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rom unbreakable glassware to
wrinkle-banishing face creams,
manufacturers are abuzz with lofty
claims aimed at separating us from our
cash. So when Paul Smith and Alan Russell
of Living Style Antigua came across an
outdoor decking product that trumpeted a
resistance to termites and moisture, they
decided to put it to the test.
“We placed some boards next to a
termites’ nest to see what happened,” Paul
says. “The next day, you could literally see
the tracks where they’d run around it, but
not into it. We also put some sample panels
in buckets of water overnight and they
didn’t take in any moisture.”
Millboard wood-free decking might
just be the solution beleaguered Antiguan
householders fed up with the constant
maintenance of traditional timber boards
have been looking for.
Best of all, the product is made of a
high percentage of recycled materials and

Lo

A whirlpool tub or swim spa is
the piece de resistance to any
garden or terrace.”

ry

As the island’s sole supplier, the stylish
decking is just one of several pioneering
products on display at Living Style Antigua’s
brand new showroom in Cobbs Cross.
Their innovative custom-made concrete
countertops – which incorporate recycled
glass bottles – are another.
“We started making them after noticing
how other countertops could not tolerate
the sun and salt. We were very keen to
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Designs for life

create products that were recycled so we
came up with the idea of crushing beer and
liquor bottles, that otherwise end up on
dumpsites, and using them in our designs,”
Paul continues, pointing to a sample
flecked with brilliant blue pieces from
Bombay Sapphire bottles.
“The countertops are ideal for outdoor
kitchen and barbecue areas as they’re so
durable in the tropical climate. And they’re
all made to order so can fit any space.”
With more than two decades’
experience in the construction
industry, Paul has an eye for quality.
His meticulously sourced, Germanmanufactured kitchens and bathrooms can
also be seen at Living Style’s showroom,
as well as at the company’s four newly
completed show homes in Willoughby Bay.
“The German design and manufacture
mean they are of the highest quality. The
kitchen units are completely termite-proof
due to the very high glue content. Both
the bathrooms and the kitchens come in
a huge range of styles and colours, they
have fantastic features such as soft-close
doors, fold-out corner units and built-in
appliances – and lots and lots of style,”
Alan says.
“People will be shocked at the prices,”
Paul continues. “They often work out
cheaper than handmade wooden units –
including shipping and duty.”
Living Style’s close partnership with
their UK distributor spells generously
discounted rates, which are then passed on
to island-based customers. “They also have
a team of highly experienced designers
who we work closely with on all our
custom-built kitchens and bathrooms,” Alan
explains.
Another fruitful union with a British
supplier has seen the introduction of
superior quality sliding and folding doors
and windows. Available in aluminium with
marine-grade coatings or sturdy PVCu, they
have already been snapped up by several
luxury resorts including Sugar Ridge and
Tamarind Hills. And because they’re double
Visitthey
www.ayc
glazed,
reduce the need for airconditioning – cutting both bills and one’s
carbon footprint.
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Finally, as any tropical island dweller
will testify, year-round sunshine makes
one’s outdoor living spaces as important as
those inside. A whirlpool tub or swim spa
is the piece de resistance to any garden or
terrace.
Whether in pursuit of fun or fitness,
Living Style offers an array of Hydropool
tubs which filter each drop of water every
15 minutes for ultimate cleanliness.
Swim spas are a convenient alternative
to an Olympic-size pool, allowing you to
perfect your stroke and keep in shape with
adjustable currents to suit all abilities.
The relaxing Hydro tubs are
equipped with high-powered jets, varying
temperatures and different shaped seats
so you can loll and lounge at leisure.
Prices start at just US$7900, including
shipping and fitting. And with minimum
maintenance to worry about, your own
personal spa really is the perfect place to
unwind. n
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Living Style Antigua is located on Cobbs
Cross main road, near English Harbour.
Visit www.livingstyleantigua.com,
email livingstyleantigua@gmail.com
or call (268) 788-5110.
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INSPIRE.

Five-star resort set to breathe new life into Hodges Bay
Wellemeyer asked the captain to stop
the boat, before leaping into the water to
the astonishment of fellow passengers and
swimming ashore to take a closer look.
The halcyon spot ensconced in the leafy
residential area of Hodges Bay piqued his
interest enough to inquire into buying an
eight-acre site incorporating the adjacent
storm-ravaged White Sands Hotel and
Pelican Club too.
Fast forward four years and the selfmade US entrepreneur is one of a number
of big names currently ploughing funds and
expertise into the forthcoming Hodges Bay
Resort, scheduled for completion by winter
2017.
Another notable is multi award-winning
Miami architect Kobi Karp who has lent
his creative flair to several of the world’s
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azy afternoons circling the island
by catamaran are usually associated
with sun, sand, snorkelling and
copious amounts of enthusiastically poured
rum punch.
It’s rare that they also herald the start of
a US$100m business deal set to overturn
the woes of three crumbling hotels – two
plundered by hurricanes, the third by the
financial crash – and transform them into a
luxurious five-star resort.
It’s fair to say when Jeff Wellemeyer
climbed aboard Wadadli Cats one fine day
in 2012, he was probably envisaging the
first scenario. That was until he spotted
the alabaster shell of the half-constructed
Hodges Bay Club fringing Antigua’s north
coast like the shattered dream of a pre2008 investor.
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Awakening Antigua’s
northern soul

leading hotel companies including Marriot,
Hyatt and Hilton.
Known for his ecologically sensitive
designs, Karp has been tasked with
conceptualising a world-class development
with uber-stylish contemporary
accommodation and top-notch facilities
that meld effortlessly into the tropical
landscape.
“We got lucky,” imparts Wellemeyer’s
co-developer John Goard, “Kobi took it on
because he liked the project. But he warned
us we would have to work backwards
before we could go forwards.”
That meant a complete overhaul of
Hodges Bay Club’s original design – and
demolishing numerous walls in the process.
“We took 150 truckloads of concrete
off the property, replacing solid walls with
glass. Kobi wanted to open everything up,”
Goard explains.
A walk around the site reveals this to
have been an auspicious call. Wide open
spaces, oversized windows, translucent
balconies and the vast multi-storey ceiling
of the main building flood the place with
natural light and allow it to breathe.
Nods to the environment can be seen

Awakening Antigua’s northern soul
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throughout, from the energy-efficient airconditioning and lighting, to the gargantuan
cisterns for storing rainwater and the use
of ‘greywater’ to irrigate the abundant
vegetation.
Fronted by majestic royal palm
trees and ‘living walls’, designs for the
reception area alone are something to
behold. All facilities will be fully open to
the public and include three restaurants,
two swimming pools, a ‘secret garden’,
tennis courts, health club with gym,
souvenir shops, tour desk, a walk-in wine
cellar, and cigar lounge with button-back
leather chairs. The entire complex will be
disability-friendly thanks to elevators and
ramps.
The beachfront main restaurant –
complete with juice bar and speciality
coffees – is wonderfully breezy with
perfectly framed views of the water and
Prickly Pear island. Above it, the plan is for
a ‘Nikki Beach-style’ restaurant with plenty
of couches for relaxation, light finger food,
tapas and sushi, champagne and wine,
open daily from noon to 11pm. Goard
promises “lots of wow factors and a cool,
funky vibe”.
The third restaurant is to comprise a
high-end indoor/outdoor steak and seafood
venue with adjoining cocktail bar. Guests
can choose from air-conditioned comfort or
al fresco dining on the decks overlooking
the ocean.
The resort’s stunning environs are used
to their fullest advantage: every single
bedroom has a private balcony with an
ocean view.
There are several properties available
for sale to those who find they want to
extend the holiday or snap up a rental
place to generate some extra income. All
have been approved under the country’s
Citizenship by Investment programme,
entitling the buyer to apply for an Antiguan
passport. They include many of the hotel’s
38 rooms, along with on-site studios,
two-bedroom apartments, and three- and
four-bedroom townhouses. Two magnificent
penthouses – each with four bedrooms and
five balconies – span a generous 35,000
square feet each.
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All images copyright Kobi Karp Architecture
and Interior Design Inc.
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hey were once the lifeblood of
Antigua’s sugar industry, the beasts
of burden stoically working the
cane fields that stipere – like a little kid
when their mother’s on the phone.”
Karen’s assistant Carol-Faye Bynoe is
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A discerning eye for quality is evident
in all fixtures, fittings and furnishings –
from the custom-made Italian kitchen units
with marble countertops to the German
concertina-style sliding glass doors and the
abundance of innovative appliances.
Located just a five-minute drive from the
international airport, the resort offers easy
accessibility along scenic sun-dappled roads.
For the developers – who have built
several show-stopping projects across
the Caribbean – Antigua possesses some
unique qualities beyond the hand nature
dealt that set it apart from its regional
neighbours.
“An island is an island,” Goard
says. “But Antigua is unspoilt, old-style
Caribbean. It’s like stepping 30 years back
in time. It has amazing people and an
incredible atmosphere all of its own.” n
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Restaurant • Store
• Deli area • Wine Cellar
• Appetisers • Weekly
arrivals of food from Italy
ITALIAN FOOD AND WINE

Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Breakfast and lunch Monday to Saturday.
Dinner on Friday.
Closed Sunday.
Store and deli open Monday to Saturday.

Opening Hours

You can taste real Italian cuisine (Parmigiana,
Carbonara etc), salads and sandwiches. In
addition to the classic menu, our chef offers a
variety of dishes with clams, mussels and fish of
the Mediterranean Sea. Must try!

The store sells a wide range of Italian deli items
from pasta to ham, and Parmigiano Reggiano to
extra virgin olive oil.

Woods Centre, Friars Hill Road,
St.John’s (Antigua)
Telephone +1 (268) 5628673

We have also created a special wine cellar
where you can discover a number of labels from
all over Italy.

www.ticchiofood.com
ticchiofood@gmail.com
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Monday to Thursday 8.30am–5.30pm
Friday 8.30am–4pm, 7pm–10pm
Saturday 10am–5pm
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Ticchio Italian Food and Wine is a
new concept place that has both
a store and restaurant inside –
designed to recreate the atmosphere
and products of Italy, rich in flavours
and fragrances.

INSPIRE.

Here, the site of the island’s world
famous Sunday evening parties comes with
a side helping of history. These days, it’s
no longer erstwhile Governor Sir Thomas
Shirley holding the fort but Antigua’s homegrown Hodge family. And they’ve got their
own story to tell.
This November will mark 35 years since
the first Sunday shindig took place on the
day Antigua achieved independence from
the UK back in 1981.
“It looked a lot different then from the
way it does now,” says manager Valerie
Hodge, who requests we sit outside to chat
in the breezy courtyard surrounded by the
eminent 360-degree panorama.
“Where the gift shop area is now is
where the kitchen was. We had four tiny
little umbrellas outside where people
ate, and they mostly dined by lamps and
candlelight.”
The venue’s sundown watching ritual
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ABOVE: Valerie Hodge.
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ome places wear their stories on their
sleeve. Others keep them hidden
within their walls like tombs.
You won’t find garish insignia or even
glass cases of artefacts at Shirley Heights. A
couple of unobtrusive plaques are the only
nod to the poignant past of this 200-yearold former military complex which
commands attention 500ft above Antigua’s
south coast.
Long before the tourists who flock
year-round to absorb the island’s most
celebrated view, it was the haunt of 18th
century British officers stationed here to
keep an eye out for invaders supposedly
intent on claiming the lucrative sugar
industry for themselves.
Today, it represents a doubly tragic tale
of imperialism, stolen land and slavery –
and the soldiers fallen to tropical diseases
while waiting for a war that would never
come.

ns

From military outpost to musical mecca –
at Shirley Heights, the rest is history
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BELOW: The 18th century site is a restored military lookout and gun battery.
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was already firmly ensconced by then.
A regular attendee at Mother Nature’s
chromatic nightly show was Valerie’s late
brother Russell.
“Russell used to spend a lot of time up
here,” she recalls. “He saw the number of
people who came then, as they do now, to

Shirley Heights

to oversee what was happening,” Valerie,
who took over the running of the business
in 1989, says.
For her own part, the outpost’s colonial
history is of less importance than its current
narrative. “I am more immersed in the
loveliness and the view,” she imparts. “It’s a
dark area of history so when I look around
me, I would rather celebrate the fact that
today we have some incredible businesses
that are indigenous to Antigua.”
And well she might. To still be thriving
after three and a half decades is a feat
entrepreneurs anywhere would be proud of.
“To stand the test of time like we have
speaks to the quality of the product,”
Valerie says. “You don’t get to do something
for 35 years unless it’s a good thing. That’s
not to say we can’t improve but Shirley
Heights still remains, for many people, the
highlight of their vacation.
“I like the mix of people on a Sunday
– it’s wonderful to see locals still coming
out after all these years,” she continues.
“People like the anonymity of being here
and letting their hair down; you can be
anything you like, no one cares.
“No one dresses up to come to Shirley
Heights, although we do get some rich and
famous.”
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enjoy the sunsets and the view and thought
it would be a good place to start a business.”
The weekly event’s popularity
mushroomed as organically as it began.
Early photos reveal more people in the steel
band than the number of attendees. The
Halcyon orchestra has been a centrepiece
of the activities from the outset. Their
intoxicating performance is always followed
by an uptempo live band, guaranteed to get
holidaymakers on their feet. A busy night
can see as many as 900 guests jostling and
jiving and tucking into the barbecue on the
cobblestones.
Renovation of the site was strictly
controlled by the National Parks Authority
which leases it to the Hodges. “The
building where the gunpowder and
ammunition was kept only had one wall
then,” Valerie says. “We rebuilt the rest with
stones, created from local rock, that were
‘oldified’. It had to be in keeping with the
ambience and the Georgian architecture.”
Russell, the charismatic owner of his
eponymously-named restaurant at Fort
James who died in 2011, played a major
role in the transformation. “Russell was
very hands-on. Even later on, when he
wasn’t here full-time anymore, every time
construction needed doing he came back
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BOTTOM RIGHT: Bartenders Noel Jarvis (left) and Foster Celestine have worked at Shirley Heights for more than three decades.
Previous A-lister patrons have included
the late Whitney Houston, Bobby Brown
and Nicole Scherzinger, to name a few.
Undoubtedly, some of the most
special holiday moments take place at this
iconic setting. In addition to major gigs
by the likes of Shaggy and Third World,
the romantic environs have seen many a
wedding, vow renewal and anniversary
celebration too.
“People propose in the middle of a
Shirley Heights party all the time. I think
that’s crazy,” Valerie laughs, “what if the
person said no?
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“Just this morning a man emailed me
about a proposal he has planned. Everyone
knows except the bride – even the band
because he’s requested a song by Ed
Sheeran.”
For each gratified guest that departs
when the party’s over, there’s myriad more
who will come to learn of this unique spot.
“I am very lucky to have been to many
far-flung places in the world,” Valerie
says, “and nothing can bring me as much
pleasure as to go somewhere far, far away
and tell someone I am from Antigua and
hear them say, oh that’s where Shirley

Heights is.
“I met someone in Monaco who had
been here four times. That’s an amazing
sense of pride for me.”
Another thing that never gets old is
gazing out over arguably the island’s most
photographed scene.
“I never take that view for granted,”
Valerie concurs. “I’ve seen it in every
possible aspect – through a hurricane,
when Montserrat’s volcano erupted, at
dawn, dusk and moonlight.
“And it still takes my breath away.” n

MEET.
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Zen and the art of
meditative mindfulness

Workshops with life coach Janis Hough to help us be in the moment

“take a trip inside the imagination and let
everything go”.
“That means escaping into a space
where you’re completely free to be in the
moment without all that external stuff,” she
adds.
Other forthcoming workshops
will centre on topics like motivation,
communication skills, and dealing with
phobias such as spiders or flying. They will
take place in small groups of less than 10
or can be tailored to suit, for example, for
close friends, coworkers or one-to-one
sessions.
Janis also plans to start introductory
seminars on her expert areas of neurolinguistic programming (NLP) and thought
field therapy (TFT or ‘tapping’). As a
qualified trainer in both, those seminars can
be followed up with formal accreditation
schemes for people wishing to take their
new skills further.
Janis describes TFT as “like acupuncture
without needles”. Developed by American
psychologist Dr Roger Callahan in the
1980s, it involves sequential tapping
procedures applied to the body’s meridian
points to balance one’s energy and
eliminate negative emotion.
NLP, she continues, is a “little like
Norton anti-virus for the brain” and works
on the principle that there’s a connection
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indfulness. It’s become
a buzzword in business,
psychotherapy and pop culture
– a state of dual consciousness, where one
is both the protagonist and the observer.
But it should, in fact – according to
Janis Hough, a life coach and purveyor of
all things language-related – be referred to
as mind-emptiness.
“Having a mind that’s full is exactly
what we’re trying to avoid,” she says.
If Janis sounds a little pedantic, she
has reason to be. For more than a decade,
linguistics have been at the very heart of her
work which helps people to “unconsciously
make changes” to overcome panic attacks,
phobias, trauma, and even be happier.
Now, for the first time in Antigua,
Janis is preparing to pass on some of
her innovative methods in a series of
enlightening workshops starting in October.
Popularised by US meditation teacher
and scientist Jon Kabat-Zinn, mindfulness
is the practice of focussing one’s attention
on the internal and external experiences
occurring in the present moment. It can
help alleviate depression, stress, anxiety
and boost one’s general wellbeing.
Janis’s weekly mindfulness workshop
will be aimed at mollifying the “monkey
mind” – our tendency to become agitated
and easily distracted – through self-hypnosis
and meditation.
“It’s about taking your awareness
inside and connecting to your inner energy
source,” she explains, “your eyes are shut
but your third eye is wide open.
“Through being still and letting your
breath revitalise you, the self becomes
completely relaxed so that you lose your
stress, there’s a lightness in the way you feel
and everything becomes more divine.”
Janis says the use of specific language
and metaphor will enable participants to

between neurological processes, language
and behavioural patterns learned through
experience. Advocates claim these
behavioural patterns can be altered to
achieve specific goals in life. For example,
a client with a terrible fear of hospitals
learnt to inwardly rename them as ‘help
centres’ to remove the sense they were
threatening.
Since making Antigua her full-time
home in 2014, British-born Janis has fast
built up a steady stream of diverse clients
attracted to her dynamic methods of
“helping people get through stuff, around
stuff and over stuff”.
She also uses Ericksonian hypnotherapy
which employs indirect suggestions usually
disguised as stories or metaphors and much
harder to resist as they are often not even
recognised as suggestions by the conscious
mind.
“My clients say I help them make
changes that have had them in therapy for
a decade – and now they’re not anymore,”
Janis says. “They often say I don’t really
know what you did; all I know is I don’t feel
the same way I used to.
“People can find they’re living in
the comfort of discomfort. They assume
recovery will be painful or difficult because
that’s what institutional therapies have us
believe.
“But I’m not interested in those
outdated and archaic models. People are
not stuck and they’re not broken. I am
about learning in a different way.” n
Visit www.facebook.com/LifeCoachAntigua,
email Janis@janishough.com,
call (268) 732-1032 or +44 7877 779190.
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Fabulously pain-free health and wellness at Sugar Ridge
commitment to eco-friendly practices and
healthy organic cuisine, while offering
enough activities to appease party animals,
adventure seekers and culture junkies too.
Visitors not staying in one of its deluxe
suites will be made just as welcome at its
restaurants, Aveda Concept Spa, plush gym
with full range of Cybex equipment, yoga
classes, nature hikes and social events.

“
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f the idea of a wellness retreat conjures
up frightening images of crack of dawn
yoga, awkward chanting sessions,
and rice paper rolls washed down with a
wheatgrass shot (when frankly a stiff vodka
would suffice), they’re probably not for you.
If, on the other hand, you’re looking for
a restorative sojourn in a salubrious setting
that won’t leave you crying out for cocktails
and carbs, one place you can have your
cake and eat it is at the Sugar Ridge resort.
This funky boutique hotel places
refreshingly equal emphasis on fun
and wellbeing. Perched up in the hills
overlooking Antigua’s world-famous west
coast, with magnificent beaches, intriguing
wildlife and attractions just a stone’s throw
away, it’s easy to see why it’s billed as the
“perfect base to explore”.
“It’s about experiencing Antigua in a
special way,” says owner Aidan McCauley.
The family-run 61-room luxury resort
occupies something of a niche in its

Lo

All our food is fresh, clean
and cooked to order. We work
closely with local farmers and
fishermen to get the best quality
products and we also have
our own herb and vegetable
gardens.”

ry

“As well as welcoming people in from
outside, we enjoy taking our guests into
the community too,” Aidan continues.
“One of our most popular hikes is in to
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Sensual healing

the village of Bolans. There, you can meet
our guide Vorn’s family, learn about bush
medicine, visit a fruit farm, try some rum
and experience local culture.”
Hotel guests can choose a variety of
packages including room-only, bed and
breakfast or all-inclusive. Those who opt
for the latter can also elect to eat at two
popular nearby beachfront restaurants – The
Nest and Turner’s – for no extra charge.
Transport is provided via Sugar Ridge’s
shuttle and resort staff are on hand at both
to meet and greet guests.
One person hoping you won’t spend
too much away however is Sugar Ridge’s
executive chef Andrew Jean. Andrew’s
gusto for gastronomy was ignited as a child
growing up in St Michael, Barbados.
“I was the last of eight boys so
whenever my mother needed help prepping
lunch and dinner, it was always me,” he
says. “My interest in cooking was piqued
back then. Cooking is everything, it’s my
life. As a kid I thought chefs always looked
so cool – now I know it’s not quite as cool
as it looks,” he laughs.
These days, Andrew has his hands
full as the creative force behind both fine
dining restaurant Carmichaels and bistrostyle Sugar Club. More than two decades

Sugar Ridge
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spent working in kitchens across the world
have infused a multitude of touches and
tastes into his dishes, which he describes as
“modern Caribbean with local techniques
and flavours”.
“All our food is fresh, clean and
cooked to order. We work closely with
local farmers and fishermen to get the best
quality products and we also have our own
herb and vegetable gardens,” he explains.
Menus change daily but innovative
signature dishes include Carmichaels’
garlic cockles in leek confit and bitter ale
sauce, or catch of the day with caper salsa
and beetroot beurre blanc. Sugar Club’s
sumptuous New York steaks are a hit among
foodies, as are its delicious fish cakes and
salads, sushi and sashimi. Desserts range
from the seductive tiramisu roulade and
red velvet butter rum cake to ice creams,
sorbets and fresh fruit salads.
Such culinary bliss extends into
breakfast too. The resort recently introduced
an a la carte menu from 7am to 10.30am
every day, featuring goodies like egg white
frittata, saffron pancakes and the Antiguan
Delight comprising saltfish, finely-chopped
vegetables, ‘johnny cakes’ and eggs any
style.
Long-suffering local vegans should
make a point of trying Carmichaels’ fivecourse vegan menu, available on Saturdays
or on request. Smokey baba ganoush is
followed by a duet of chilled soups and
falafel. Entrees are a choice of cornflakecrusted polenta, sweet potato curry or savoy
cabbage, kale and cauliflower cannelloni.
Save room for the white and dark
‘chocolate’ mousse with berry compote.
Complementing the resort’s edible
creations is an extensive wine list, vast
selection of Caribbean rums and inspired
cocktails such as Carmichaels Joy which
blends Antiguan rum with tropical passion
fruit and tamarind. Food and beverage
manager Clifford Haynes works alongside
Andrew to design cocktails that pair with
the daily specials.
“One thing that’s very popular is our
‘rum journey’,” Clifford says. “Here in
the Caribbean we have lots of amazing
rums. Guests can try those from Trinidad,
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Barbados, Guatemala, Guyana and
Antigua, learn about their origin and how
they were developed.”
In March, Sugar Ridge’s status as a rum
connoisseur’s haven was cemented when
the resort staged its first annual Rum Chill
event. Visitors got the chance to sample
43 of the region’s finest varieties from
Angostura to Zacapa.
There are few better ways to experience
Antigua’s outdoor offerings than by bicycle,
with the wind in your hair and fresh sea air
in the lungs. Bikes are available for guests
to use – all equipped with baskets to hold
one of the resort’s acclaimed speciallyprepared picnics, packed in recyclable
cardboard boxes.
The resort’s customised ‘elemental
nature massage’ could be just the ticket to
soothe those aching muscles when you get
back. It incorporates Swedish, deep tissue,
acupressure and reflexology techniques
with all-natural, organic Aveda products.
Spa manager Fiona Michael says: “We
invite each guest on a sensory voyage,
allowing them to smell various scents
before deciding which they would like
for their treatment. We also offer a reward
system whereby guests who buy treatments
or products acquire points on a privilege
card, entitling them to a free stay at the
hotel.”
A wide range of facials, body wraps,
waxing, manicures and pedicures is on
offer too. And there’s a full hair salon
catering to tresses of all types, including
natural relaxer treatments for ladies with
Afro-textured hair looking to straighten
without harmful chemicals.
“What makes our spa and salon stand
out is that everything we do and use is
non-invasive,” Fiona adds. “For example,
our pedicures involve soaking the feet
rather than scrubbing them and we do dry
manicures, softening the cuticles with oil
not water.”
Sugar Ridge’s feel-good factor is a
recurrent theme. The resort has been
certified for sustainable tourism by
environmental body Green Globe since
2013, thanks to its water and energy
efficiency, recycling initiatives and
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responsible waste management. Staff also
donate their time for an annual beach
clean-up at Cades Bay.
With such sublime surrounds, guests
may well find it impossible to leave when
the trip is over. In the event that happens,
there are a number of home plots for sale
for those wishing to establish a permanent
base. Interested buyers can opt for a predesigned property or draw up their own
with assistance from the innovative inhouse development team, while acclaimed

interior designer Charmaine BenjaminWerth is on hand to help create a space
that’s stylish, liveable and utterly unique.
As the resort’s general manager Vernon
Jeffers puts it: “Sugar Ridge is all about
attention to detail, with a very personal
service.” n

Visit www.sugarridgeantigua.com or
call (268) 562-7700 for more information

MEET.
At home with Gilly Gobinet
alone. Hundreds more original works and
prints – all of which are for sale - bedeck
the interior rooms, verandah and courtyard.
The latter is where Gilly can usually be
found at work, brush in hand.
“I used to think my problem was I had
lots of different styles,” she says. “Most
artists are recognisable by one, but in fact I
realised I am just extremely versatile. I can
do anything from cartoons, to very delicate
pen and ink, to very detailed or very loose
watercolour and acrylic – practically
anything anyone asks me to.”
While most of the pieces on display
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for which
she donates 10 per cent to animal charity
PAAWS. Nearly all her paintings are
suitcase-friendly, or they can be shipped
already stretched or rolled into a tube for

ABOVE: Gilly at work.

convenience. Greetings cards and postcards
are also available.
British-born Gilly, who has lived in
Antigua since 1984, adds: “What I love
most is the feeling of achievement when
you’ve created something you love – and
you hope others will too.” n
Visitors can drop in 9am to 1pm Mondays
to Fridays or by appointment. For more
details, visit www.gillygobinet.com, email
gillygobinet@me.com or call
(+268) 464-6084.
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ne wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes,
another to an effervescent
collection of bougainvillea and lilies
tenderly recreated in acrylic. Interspersed
throughout, haughty flamenco dancers
kick up their heels before an exquisitely
depicted audience of doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among paintings of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And in the
bathroom a papier mache clown offers visitors
lavatory paper with one tiny scarlet hand.
In the background, the effortlessly
enchanting timbre of Mozart adds one final
whimsical flourish.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
Gilly Gobinet.
Barely a square foot of her open art
gallery in a pretty Fitches Creek street – a
short drive from the international airport –
has been excluded from this bacchanalia
of colour and canvas. Hand-painted murals
adorn exterior walls and even the periphery
of the swimming pool.
“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean which
abuts a stretch of unrestrained garden
where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage among the blooms.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the
gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
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Open art gallery in Fitches Creek is a unique browser’s paradise
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INSPIRE.

Why the bons vivants adore Catherine’s Cafe Plage
With its wooden floorboards, latticeback chairs and wicker lamps, the
100-cover café oozes a sort of cool, beach
chic. Sunloungers and hammocks on
the sand offer pre-, mid- and post-dining
reclination on the sunset-facing shore. But
don’t let the barefoot, laidback vibe fool
you; the food is anything but.
Choice ingredients are its leitmotif.
Gastronomes will appreciate the
meticulously sourced French products
which include cheeses, foie gras and
seasonings like Guerande ‘Fleur de Sel’ sea
salt and Espelette pepper.
It’s all about finding a few quality
core products and giving them a twist,
Guillaume says. “When we took over
from Catherine there was already a
successful formula – such as the menu on
a blackboard - and we kept it the same,
along with long-running favourites like
clam gratinees, moules mariniere and steak
tartare.”
Over the years the menu has been
gradually extended. Specials might include
lobster risotto, chicken in truffle sauce,
lamb shank or wahoo ceviche, followed
by desserts like passion fruit crème
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f walls could talk they’d testify to the
convivial ambience and culinary savoirfaire that have characterised one of
Antigua’s most treasured restaurants since
its establishment 20 years ago on a south
coast seafront.
The venue may have changed but the
acclaimed reputation remains firmly in tact
thanks to an enduring formula of whimsical
elegance, scrupulous attention to detail and
classic French fare.
These days, Catherine’s Café Plage
occupies a tranquil tree-shaded spot at the
far end of Pigeon Beach in English Harbour.
At the helm are Guillaume and Claudine
Moquet who took over the eatery in 2006
from its namesake Catherine Ricard,
chaperoning its ongoing evolution from
thriving bistro to the gold standard of dining
experiences it enjoys today.
To say the restaurant – which started life
as an unassuming creperie – raised the bar
for island restaurateurs would be putting it
mildly. Catherine’s Café Plage retains one
perfectly manicured fist around one of
TripAdvisor’s coveted top three spots with
guests rhapsodising about everything from the
sun-dappled setting to the moules mariniere.
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brulee, chocolate vulcano and pineapple
carpacchio.
“To me, the food is typical
‘bistronomique’ – simple, tasty, not fancy
but very, very good,” Guillaume says.
There’s one more ingredient that’s a
little harder to define.
“We always have a big team in the
kitchen to put as much work as possible
into each dish. Everything is made to order
– we don’t prep anything beforehand,”
he explains. “As a customer, I don’t want
a restaurant to serve me something I
can make myself – I expect something
special. And this is what we consider our
commitment to our guests – we get the best
products we can and use them to create
harmony on the plate.”
This year marks a decade of doing
precisely that. The Moquets’ first brush
with Antigua came as part of a 12-month
Atlantic sailing voyage with their two
children, then aged seven and nine. More
than 10 years after an impromptu visit to
Catherine’s Café at its former location,
Guillaume still remembers the divine
quiche which evoked memories of his
native France.
“We didn’t plan to stay in Antigua –
or even the Caribbean – when we found
out Catherine was selling the place,”
Guillaume recalls, “and certainly not to
run a restaurant as we are not professional
restaurateurs. My wife was working in a
bookshop and I was dealing with food

Living la belle vie

what we do. Some of them have been with
us since the beginning. The day we stop
working here, it will be the people we will
miss the most.”
Today, the Moquets are among
Antigua’s biggest advocates.
“It’s very important to think about the
bigger picture – all of us try to give a good
quality product to the people who choose
to visit the island. Catherine’s Café Plage on
its own is not enough; we love to see others
doing well too because it helps promote
Antigua which is good for everybody.
“Consistency is the key,” he adds. “You
have to make sure that when your guests
return they get the same exceptional quality
and service as last time. That’s what keeps
them coming back.” n

Catherine’s Café Plage at Pigeon
Beach, English Harbour, is open
Wednesday to Monday for lunch
and tapas until sunset and on
Wednesday and Friday for dinner.
Call (+268) 460-5050 for reservations.
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processing machinery. We’d planned to buy
a business together back home in Brittany
– something related to sailing, a chandlery
perhaps.”
A cold European winter and even
harsher prices were to enhance the allure of
a new life in the tropics.
“It was a very difficult decision to even
think about running a restaurant in a place
we didn’t know. None of the family spoke
English then, apart from me – but finally,
after two trips back to meet with Catherine
and finalise the sale, we did it.
“We were lucky because it was
such a good time economically when
we took over. The hardest bit was trying
to understand people here – both the
language and the culture. We had so many
misunderstandings because our English
was not good and we were not thinking the
same way. I realise now how unprepared
we were to deal with all the different
personalities, coming straight from France
with our culture and mentality,” Guillaume
continues.
“Now the people are the best part of
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For the love of dogs

Nora and Bill Nedden’s devotion to dogs saw the creation of Antigua’s sole animal shelter –
and 12 years of tireless toil
the helm of charity PAAWS along with
the shelter’s day-to-day operations, found
homes for more than 1,500 of the island’s
stray canines during their tireless unpaid
toil.
The donation-dependent shelter
evolved out of a fostering programme set
up by PAAWS founder Jenny Meston. When
Jenny moved on and PAAWS was in need
of a new president, the Neddens offered to
take up the mantle.
“From my first week in Antigua back in
1984 I was picking up strays so we already
had 13 dogs of our own by then,” Nora,
originally from Holland, recalled. “We
decided to set up a shelter. We found a
cheap piece of land to rent, Bill built the
first few pens – and we have never stopped
since.”
The couple’s own collection of canines
has barely abated either. Pups requiring
more intensive care than the shelter can
provide have often found a loving home
at the Nedden’s own house. Four-year-old

Hope’s closest companion is a little threelegged mutt called Yendi.
Over the years, the Neddens have
launched school education programmes
to teach youngsters how to look after pets;
public awareness campaigns aimed at
ending abuse; spay and neuter schemes;
and shipped animals to loving homes as far
away as the US, UK and Australia.
In addition to continuous fundraising
to keep the shelter afloat, a major focus
of PAAWS’ work has been attempting to
overturn negative perceptions of dogs and
cats. “Some people’s instinct is to try and
get away if a dog comes towards them. I
tell them it’s natural for them to have a sniff
because they rely on their sense of smell
to interpret the world around them and
everyone smells different. A dog’s smell can
detect cancer, varying sugar levels, even an
epileptic fit half an hour before it happens,”
Nora said.
“And having a purring cat on your lap
is a wonderful stress reliever. Once people
start looking at animals’ good points,
appreciate their value and realise that dogs
are such loving creatures that like to bond
with humans and protect them, they may
start to love them.”
She continued that she was delighted to
entrust the organisation into the hands of a
new dedicated team led by fellow animal
lover, Jo Sandeman-Allen. “I always wanted
to set up PAAWS to have a future on a solid
basis and PAAWS has a future now. It’s
got its own land, trained staff and now a
wonderful new committee to take it to the
next stage,” Nora said.
She explained that competing pressures
of running a school programme, called
‘Courage to Care’, had forced her to step
aside for the benefit of the shelter’s fourlegged residents.
“A lot of cruelty I have come across is
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orn with two legs in a country
where hundreds of one’s four-legged
counterparts already roam the streets
with abandon, life could have been very
different for Hope, a nut-coloured mongrel
with a disposition as cheery as her name.
At the very least, Hope’s ability to
amble around with surprising speed on
her limbless chest – not dissimilar to a
sealion – might have seen her flaunted as a
furry freakshow under an awareness-raising
guise without raising too many judgemental
eyebrows.
That is if her human parents had not
been Nora and Bill Nedden who have
dedicated the last 12 years to caring for
Antigua’s animals – in particular, the
dumped, neglected and abused.
For this big-hearted couple, a dog is for
life – which may explain why the shelter
they founded in Parham in 2004 was, at last
count, home to a staggering 80 dogs and
cats.
The pair, who recently retired from
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BELOW: Bill and Nora Nedden with two-legged pup Hope.
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LEFT: PAAWS’ new president Jo SandemanAllen with rescued pups.
MIDDLE LEFT: PAAWS’ Alex Brumant
with one of the many puppies available for
adoption at the Parham dog shelter.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Nora and Bill Nedden
rehomed 1,500 dogs during 12 years at the
helm of animal charity PAAWS.
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ignorance and a lack of knowledge about
animals – and that’s where Courage to Care
comes in,” Nora added.
The project centres on child-friendly
leaflets distributed to youngsters, in
collaboration with teachers, which include
positive affirmations, pet care advice and
competitions.
Meanwhile PAAWS board members
expressed gratitude to the couple’s years of
indefatigable work.
Charlie Sawka said: “It has been such
a privilege to work with Nora and Bill for
all these years. They had the vision and the
fortitude to transform a humble shelter for a
few strays into the fantastic facility that we
enjoy today. Their love and dedication to
the animals is second to none.”
Those sentiments were echoed by
Rachel Fuller who said: “Nora and Bill have
worked selflessly and tirelessly for the last
12 years for the welfare of all animals in
Antigua. Animals subjected to cruelty and
abuse do not have a voice. Bill and Nora
have been that voice.”
Incoming president Jo said she was
“thrilled and excited” to take over the
position. “I want to continue Nora’s good
work at the shelter, giving many abused
and stray dogs and cats a safe place to
live,” Jo said, adding: “I am lucky enough
to be taking over a great team of staff at the
shelter who work very hard to ensure the
wellbeing of all who live there.” n

PAAWS is entirely dependent on
donations and is always in need of
more volunteers. Anyone interested
in helping out is asked to email
paaws.antigua@gmail.com
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PARTY.
Music maestro

We never need an excuse to head on down to the effortlessly chic Sheer Rocks restaurant at the
Cocobay Resort. (Did someone mention cocktails?) This time it was for the launch party of the
eatery’s second album – the aptly named ‘Music on the Rocks’.

What was happening

What we loved

ca
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Renowned DJ – and old friend of Sheer Rocks’ owners Kate and Alex Grimley
– Pete Gooding spun the tracks he helped compile for the CD which features
the cool Balearic disco and deep house beats that characterise the restaurant’s
chilled happening vibe.

In addition to the feel-good tunes and exceptional food, the breathtaking sunset
was the perfect backdrop for a day of ultimate R&R.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Love, nuptials and rituals

The sights, sounds and flavours of Africa came to Antigua when local luminary Dayo Akande
– whose father founded the island’s University of Health Sciences – marked his engagement to
Ronda Boertmann with a traditional Nigerian ceremony in Piccadilly.

What happened

ca
tio

The pair first met while studying at Western Michigan University but did not begin dating
until a random encounter years later in Chicago. More than 200 guests flew in from
across the world to share the occasion which featured a host of time-honoured Yoruba
customs, music and dancing.

What we ate

Lo

Traditional Nigerian fare including ‘efo egusi’, a spicy flagship stew of goat meat and fish,
blended with melon seeds and spinach and served with pounded yam; spiced ‘jollof’ rice;
a steamed pudding of black-eyed peas, eggs, mackerel and seasonings, known as ‘moi
moi’; fried yellow plantains or ‘dodo’; and ‘ayamase’, also called ‘designer stew’, which
contained green peppers, cow tongue, kidney and tripe, simmered with an authentic
spice named ‘iru’.

What we loved

The visual display of vibrant colours, glamorous garb and electrifying performances –
topped off with an ambience of playful banter and revelry.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
A right swashbuckling shindig
Shiver me timbers, did we stumble across a boisterous bunch of 18th century buccaneers
loitering rudderless in English Harbour - or was this the party to mark the launch of the
50th annual Sports Fishing Tournament?

What it was about

What we loved

ca
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The bash kicking off one of the longest-running events of its kind in the region is
always a well-attended and uproarious affair. With a ‘pirates and wenches’ theme –
and plenty of grog – this year was no exception.

From salty dogs to landlocked lubbers, there was a fabulously diverse mix of guests
letting their pigtails down to some uptempo tunes from DJ Tanny and DJ Quixx. The
historic nautical locale of Admiral’s Inn was the icing on the cake.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Talking dirt
The annual Flower & Garden Show at the glorious Agave Gardens in Friars Hill Road.

What happened

What we loved

ca
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The tireless gardening buffs at the Horticultural Society never let the grass grow
under their feet. The flourishing botanical gardens which opened in 2014 were
the happy result of a mammoth fundraising effort and the yearly show is an ideal
opportunity for fellow enthusiasts to share tips, watch demonstrations, buy plants,
herbs, fertilisers and adornments, and showcase their skills in competitions from fruit
growing to flower arranging.

The variety of inspired decorations on sale, including hand-painted ornamental
stones and plaques.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Venerable veterans of the sea
Where we went

What we loved

ns

Antigua Slipway and the lawn of the Copper & Lumber Store in English Harbour were perfect for
lounging in the sunshine and watching the parade of decades-old vessels as Antigua Classic Yacht
Regatta drew to a close.
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The owners and crew of these graceful vintage beauties are united by a passion for their
sport, creating an exhilarating atmosphere during four days of lively racing. The 29th annual
event attracted a vast range of boats to Antigua including ketches, sloops, schooners and
yawls.

What they said

Angelo Bonati, CEO of sponsors Panerai, says: “The boats are sailed by people who really
want to race these them, pushing them hard, and only polishing them after racing,” he
adds. “Many of the yachts have sailed across the Atlantic and from North America to
participate – and to see these fantastic boats in their element is a wonderful fusion of art
and design.”
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Luciano’s Lay Day love

Who we saw
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Sailing Week’s Lay Day – a mid-week hiatus to allow participating captains and crew
to cool off and kick back - has become almost as popular as the races. This year’s saw
Grammy-award winning roots reggae artist Luciano headline a musical extravaganza in
Nelson’s Dockyard.

The ‘Your World & Mine’ concert also featured Antiguan talent in the shape of highenergy soca acts Claudette Peters, Tian Winter and M&M Music.

What we loved

A devout Rastafarian, Luciano’s lyrics promoting consciousness were as uplifting as
the mood at this 49th edition of one of the world’s premier regattas.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Do you dream in pink?

ca
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Superlative elegance and flawless execution have become the hallmark of Ana’s on
the Beach resort restaurant in Dickenson Bay. Hardly surprising then that it’s the venue
of choice for private catered events where style, exquisite food and surrounds are key.
Recent soirees include those staged to showcase new jewellery lines from Bvlgari and
Cartier, and a Creole night to mark International Francophonie Day with an appearance
by singer Erik Pedurand of Guadeloupe.

What we drank

There’s always a signature cocktail on hand. Bvlgari’s was an Aperol Spritz – a
refreshing fusion of Aperol, champagne and fresh orange.

What we loved
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With its ethereal beachside setting, cabanas, daybeds and pink hues, Ana’s is the sort
of place fairy tales are made – topped off with heavenly Mediterranean cuisine.
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Ask the experts
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Money matters:

attractive, Antigua is also a peaceful and
stable democracy with superb air links
to Europe and North America. It has an
‘open’ economy with no foreign exchange
controls or other barriers to the repatriation
of profits. Further, the EC dollar is pegged
to the US dollar which helps with financial
stability.
The government is pro-actively
seeking inward investment, so projects
that meet certain criteria will benefit from
government support in terms of generous
tax incentives and other waivers.
The legendary strength of the major
Canadian banks represented here also
provides a level of confidence for investors
and expatriates.
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3 Is Antigua a tax haven?
I would say no. However, it is certainly
attractive to be tax resident here as,
following the recent abolition of
personal income tax, there is zero tax on
employment income for anyone working in
Antigua. This means that investors can offer
‘tax free’ packages to employees which
helps in attracting talent.
There is also no tax on investment
income or overseas income, and there is no
inheritance tax or capital gains tax (other
than a small land value appreciation tax
for non-citizens). In addition, Antigua has
a relatively low rate of corporation tax and
a very competitive suite of government tax
concessions available to new and existing
investors.
Business profits generated in Antigua
are taxed at rates of up to 25 per cent.

ca
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You work hard for your money – and you want to make sure it’s
working for you. That’s why impartial advice from experts on
the ground is invaluable. We put your investment questions to
Robert Wilkinson, partner in international accounting and tax
advisory firm Grant Thornton Antigua.

3 How does the cost of living in Antigua
compare to other parts of the world?
Regionally, Antigua would be on a par
with, say, Barbados and BVI but more
expensive than Jamaica and most of Latin
America. Internationally, living in Antigua
would be less costly than most of the
world’s major cities.
3 What makes Antigua attractive to
investors?
As a developing country, there are
opportunities to make successful
investments in many different areas,
including several sectors that are as yet
untapped. As well as being physically

3 How easy is it to do business in Antigua?
Antigua is no more or less complex than
most other places but, as you would
expect, there are local idiosyncrasies. In
terms of access to top decision makers,
Antigua scores well as the government is
approachable and pro-business.
3 How much does pressure from countries
like the US to resolve banking secrecy
issues impact that?
Antigua has always been co-operative in
terms of the exchange of information with
other governments. Of course, US citizens
doing business here will feel the impact
of the increased compliance burden that
their government has placed on foreign
institutions.
It’s worth noting that our anti-money

Above: Robert Wilkinson

laundering and counter-financing of
terrorism legislation is very strong and
complies with international best practices.
3 How do you think the repercussions of
the Panama Papers leak will affect Antigua?
It obviously increases the pressure on
offshore financial centres, however
Antigua’s offshore sector is relatively
modest so the impact will be felt more
keenly in other jurisdictions such as BVI,
Cayman, Bermuda and Barbados.
3 How has Antigua recovered since the
Stanford scandal?
It has been a long road to recovery since
the loss of the island’s largest employer,
however the economy is now back in
growth mode fuelled by renewed inward
investment. In common with most
other jurisdictions around the world,
strengthening of the financial services
regulations has taken place in response to
the financial crisis.
3 Any final words of advice for investors?
Take advice as early as possible, and it’s
never too early to ask. Trying to plan from
a position of non-compliance or inaccurate
advice will always be more difficult and
costly.
Finally, don’t go it alone; always take
advice and guidance from trusted local
professionals. n
79
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The road to ownership
take you to see them.

3 STEP 3: Finding the one you love
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial estates,
we’re confident it won’t be long before
you’re head over heels in real estate love.
You can then submit an offer and we will
negotiate on your behalf, ensuring you the
best possible deal for your money. Once
the offer is accepted, a deposit will be
needed to reserve the property; usually
either US$10,000 or one per cent of the
property price.

Have you considered
citizenship by
investment?
For the savvy investor,
a second passport can
spawn a wealth of
advantages including visa-free travel and
international tax planning. In 2013, Antigua
& Barbuda became the latest nation to offer
a route for citizenship by investment. But
while other jurisdictions offer something
ostensibly comparable, few make it as
speedy, seamless or affordable as our twin
island paradise.
One avenue for gaining an Antigua
& Barbuda passport is a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentapproved real estate project. Successful
applicants are not required to sacrifice their
current citizenship. They also benefit from
exemption from a number of local taxes,
including personal income, net worth, gift
tax and estate duty. In addition, they enjoy
visa-free travel to around 130 countries
worldwide, including the UK, Canada,
Hong Kong, Singapore, and Europe’s
borderless Schengen area.
Our friendly and professional team
can guide you through every step of the
process. n
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3 STEP 4: The legal process
Now come the all-important legalities for
which we can put you in touch with a
reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price, half
of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are happy
with the fine print, a 10 per cent deposit
of the property price is due (minus the
reservation deposit already paid). That will
be held safely in an escrow account.
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hen people say the Caribbean
is a little bit behind, we
just nod and smile politely.
Because while much of the world is
reeling amid soaring property prices and
overheating markets, prices in Antigua
remain almost as low as when the financial
crisis first hit.
And that’s great news for investors who
are flocking here as fast as the snowbirds.
“Antigua is still firmly a buyers’
market,” says Luxury Locations founder
Nadia Dyson. “It’s not as over-developed
as other islands which means there’s lots
of opportunity for new business initiatives
too – not to mention the fact Antigua has
retained its authentic charm.
“We are seeing more and more direct
flights making Antigua very accessible
and new developments are cropping up
constantly. All signs point to a healthy
economic future.”
Mrs Dyson added: “It won’t be long
before house prices start to rise again so
now really is an ideal time to buy.”

And finally…

ns

The Property Handbook

3 STEP 5: Non-citizen’s licence
Non-nationals buying a home need a noncitizen’s licence which our recommended
lawyers can handle for you. It costs five
per cent of the purchase price and can take
up to three months to acquire but it’s a
pretty seamless process and 99 per cent of
applicants are approved.

Lu
xu

Six small steps to buying
property in Antigua

3 STEP 1: Choosing an agent
Identifying the right realtor to guide you
through the buying process is crucial. With
several decades’ experience in the local
property market, the friendly, efficient
and professional Luxury Locations team
can help make finding your ideal abode a
fruitful and enjoyable experience.
3 STEP 2: Viewing properties
The next stage is for us to determine your
specific requirements: is your dream home
beachfront or hillside? Does it have a pool
or garden? How many bedrooms should it
have? And what is your investment range?
We will then suggest various properties for
you to look at online and arrange a time to
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3 STEP 6: Completion
The remaining 90 per cent of the property
price is owed upon completion of the deal.
Finally, there’s the transfer of the title deeds
making you the official owner. Now all
that’s left for you to do is settle in and enjoy
your new home. Or, for maximum return
on your investment, enter it into the rental
programme and allow our sister company
Villa Management to take care of it for you.

Start your property search here!

www.luxurylocations.com
Scan me to view
our properties...
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We’re here to help you manage
your new life in paradise.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has oﬀered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction since
1981, and is well positioned as a safe haven for the more
discriminating investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.
Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking
International Banking Solutions

LIVE.
Winning formula: South Point resort balances contemporary
chic with a mellow mood
discovery and is quite unlike anything else
this time-honoured sailing district has to
offer.
Since opening in late 2012, South
Point has demanded attention from the hip,
trendy elite drawn to its uber contemporary
flavour and families attracted by its
laidback, intimate vibe in equal measure.
Not only has it bagged itself one of the
most enviable locations in English Harbour,
it also exudes the blithe air of one that
knows it has superlative food and service
covered too.
Voguish bells and whistles are
omnipresent. Valet parking is one. The
restaurant’s retractable roof, which can be
peeled back to bathe diners in sunshine, is
another.
The 120-cover eatery is open for
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he acid test of any good restaurant
is the bread. This according to a
tourist who ambles over – with the
desultory stroll of insouciant holidaymakers
– to get a closer look at our photo shoot
and share his culinary observations at the
same time.
He lives in St Moritz, he tells us, so
he’s used to good food. But this – he says,
gesturing across to his ceviche – beats
anything he’s tasted in the exclusive alpine
town.
The plaudit is music to the ears of the
hard working team at the South Point resort,
which hugs the English Harbour coastline
and epitomises cool urban chic. In the
heart of its historic surroundings, it’s a bit of
a hidden gem. The sort of place that makes
you rub your hands together in glee at the
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Urban style, island vibe

breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days a
week, serving up international cuisine with
local flavours thanks to the fresh seasonal
produce hand-selected from farmers’
markets.
It’s already earned a solid reputation
among the island’s foodies who flock to
enjoy innovative dishes like walnut-crusted
baked brie, surf and turf sliders, honey
balsamic lamb chops, and whisky-glazed
burgers with truffle fries. The excellent sushi
menu features a variety of rolls, along with
sashimi, tempura, edamame and seaweed
salad.
Boats up to 30ft can pull right up to
the restaurant or dock and a lift is currently
under construction for vessels up to 50ft
and 20,000 pounds in weight.
The scenic waterside setting of the
restaurant and lounge has made South
Point a popular choice for private events
too – everything from cocktail parties and
corporate get-togethers to a fundraising
children’s art show.
Throughout the 23-suite resort an
unrelenting commitment to impeccable

Urban style, island vibe
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styling and quality fixtures is evident. The
interior design is the personal endeavour of
owner Jeff Hadeed whose exacting tastes
are behind its modern, muted tones and
crisp, clean aura.
Each one-bedroom air-conditioned unit
is of exquisite Italian design with a fullyfitted kitchen and spectacular ocean view.
“Everyone who steps in says ‘wow’,” smiles
hotel manager Kristina Sandorova. “The
rooms are really special, not a traditional
style at all.”
That’s clear not just from the luxurious
German appliances or walk-in closets,
but the added touches like mobile phones
with free local calls thoughtfully provided
as standard, the over-sized umbrellas on
the private terraces, full complement of
crockery and glassware, sterling Ruinart
champagne in the mini-bars, and plush ensuites with rainfall showers.

“

Throughout the 23-suite resort
an unrelenting commitment
to impeccable styling and
quality fixtures is evident. The
interior design is the personal
endeavour of owner Jeff
Hadeed whose exacting tastes
are behind its modern, muted
tones and crisp, clean aura.”
There are also three two-bedroom
penthouses, each comprising a double and
twin room, wide lounge with sofas, two
bathrooms with vast showers complete
with seating areas, and an expansive
patio overlooking the swimming pool and
harbour.
Early 2017 will see the opening of the
resort’s gym – 1,200 sqft of air-conditioned
space to get those endorphins pumping on
cutting-edge cardio machines or upstairs
in the weights and stretching area. The
gym will also be open to the public with
memberships available.
South Point’s inclusion in the country’s
citizenship by investment programme is
one more reason behind its flourishing
popularity. Several of its suites have already
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been snapped up by savvy investors who
become eligible to apply for an Antigua &
Barbuda passport.
Those who choose to enter their
property into the resort’s holiday rental pool
can use it for up to six weeks a year and
can expect returns of around two per cent.
Additional benefits of owning a resort
unit include no maintenance or upkeep
headaches with everything taken care
of by staff, plus daily housekeeping, full
concierge services and access to facilities.
From its water’s-edge setting with
Antigua’s bucolic scenes on the horizon

84

beyond, South Point is a gentle stroll from
the area’s world-renowned nightlife and
restaurants but tranquil enough to hear
nothing but the gentle splish-splash of
passing boats.
“The main reason we don’t offer allinclusive packages is because there’s just
too much to see outside,” Kristina says.
“Guests can walk to everything English
Harbour has to offer. And when they come
back, it’s to that billion dollar view of the
yachts and the pelicans diving in and out of
the water.”
They can also expect a very personal

service, says sales representative Abi
Mansoor. “The entire staff knows when we
are expecting a guest, therefore the second
they walk in the door someone is waiting to
welcome them by name with a cold towel
and refreshing welcome drink. Each guest
is treated like family,” she adds. “That’s the
beauty of a small boutique hotel.” n

Visit www.southpointantigua.com,
email info@southpointantigua.com
or call (268) 562-9600.

Property Index
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P86 Hodges Bay Resort properties, Hodges Bay
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P102 Barrymore Beach Apartments, Runaway Bay
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for a free
property
review.

SOUTH COAST
P87 South Point resort suites, Falmouth Harbour
P89 Villa Babylon, English Harbour area – Exclusive
P92 Carlisle Bay apartment, Old Road
P101 Land for sale, Willoughby Bay
P104 Foxtails, English Harbour
P105 Pigeon Point plot, English Harbour
P106 Turtle Bay land, English Harbour area
P106 Villa 473, St James Club
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WEST COAST
P88 Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P91 Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P93 Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P97 Villa Champagne, Galley Bay Heights
P98 Sugar Ridge No 8, Sugar Ridge resort
P99 Coco House, Hamilton Estate – Exclusive
P99 Freckles Villa, Harbour View
P99 Villa 412D, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P99 Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour
P100 Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P100 Villa 408D, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P100 Villa 235C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P100 Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P101 Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights
P101 Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights
P101 Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights
P102 Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
P102 Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
P103 Seahorse, Tamarind Hills
P103 Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills
P103 The Boat House, Jolly Harbour
P104 Villa 226F, Jolly Harbour
P104 Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View
P104 Lime House, Valley Church
P105 Beach Sand, Jolly Harbour
P105 Quarter-acre plot, Galley Bay
P105 Villa 225D, Jolly Harbour
P105 Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour
P106 Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P106 Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour
P106 Passion Village, Jolly Harbour

List with the best.
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Head Office,
Luxury Locations,
Portofino Offices,
Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua

Telephone: +1268 562 8174

info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxury-locations-magazine.com
www.luxurylocations.com

EAST COAST
P94 Villa Azura, Long Bay
P96 Villa Serena, Nonsuch Bay
P101 Driftwood House, Long Bay
P103 Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive
P105 Verandah Estates Villa, Willikies
P106 Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Hodges Bay Resort properties, Investimento eccezionale
A partire da: US$400,000
Hodges Bay
Exceptional Investment
From US$400,000

An exciting opportunity to purchase property – and be eligible to apply
for an Antiguan passport – is now available at one of the island’s most
eagerly anticipated luxury developments. Designed by renowned Miami
architect Kobi Karp, various suites and homes are for sale including onebed hotel rooms, studios, apartments and townhouses. Every bedroom
has a private balcony with ocean view.
The eight-acre resort is ideally located along a prized north coast
beach, just a five-minute drive from both the international airport and the
capital, St John’s. The five-star facilities will include three restaurants, two
pools, tennis courts, beach club, gym and spa.

La possibilità di acquistare immobili e di richiedere un passaporto di
Antigua sono ora realtà, realizzate da uno dei progetti in fase di sviluppo
per l’isola. Sono in vendita diverse suite ed abitazioni, incluse stanze
singole di hotel, monolocali, appartamenti e ville, progettate dal rinomato
architetto di Miami Kobi Karp.
Ogni stanza da letto ha una terrazza privata con vista sull’oceano.
Il resort da 8 acri è situato in una posizione ideale lungo un’apprezzata
spiaggia della costa settentrionale, a soli cinque minuti di auto, sia
dall’aeroporto internazionale che dalla capitale, St John. La struttura a
cinque stelle includerà tre ristoranti, due piscine, campi da tennis, beach
club, palestra e spa.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
86
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South Point resort suites,
Falmouth Harbour
Waterside Sanctuary

Prices start US$400,000 (Summer 2016 special)
South Point resort’s 23 stylish residences are perfect for a vacation hideaway
or lucrative investment. With an exclusive waterfront location and first
class concierge services, each open-plan suite features a state-of-the-art
kitchen, comfortable living area and spacious terrace with full complement
of European furnishings. South Point offers its residents all the amenities
of a four-star hotel, with an option to participate in the vacation rental
programme which offers owners the opportunity to earn rental income when
their apartment is not in use. This stunning boutique hotel has a private
beach, watersports facilities and acclaimed cuisine at its signature waterfront
restaurant. Buyers who sign contracts and pay deposits by August 31 2016 can

benefit from a special summer rate. Single purchase one-bedroom units are
available for US$785,000 (previously US$885,000) while a shared purchase
(maximum two shares per unit) is US$400,000 (previously US$475,000).

Waterside Sanctuary
Prezzi su richiesta

Le 23 residenze di South Point sono perfette per una vacanza solitaria o per un
investimento redditizio. Con una posizione esclusiva di fronte al mare e servizi
di concierge di prima classe, ogni ampia suite offre una cucina moderna, una
confortevole area giorno e terrazza spaziosa con complementi d’arredo in stile
europeo. South Point offre ai suoi residenti tutti i comfort di un hotel a quattro
stelle, con l’opzione di partecipare al programma di affitto vacanze che offre ai
proprietari l’opportunità di guadagnare dall’affitto quando il loro appartamento
non è utilizzato. Il fantastico boutique hotel ha una spiaggia privata, impianti
per sport acquatici e la famosa cucina del suo noto ristorante sul fronte del
mare.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
87
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour
Prize Location
US$2,900,000

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding five-bedroom home
is filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are
en-suite; the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite
bathroom with a beautiful claw-foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances
and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and
spacious private roof terrace.

Una posizione privilegiata
Prezzo: US$2,900,000
A pochi passi dalle spiagge di sabbia incontaminate, questa straordinaria
casa con cinque camere da letto è luminosissima ed è caratterizzata da
interni di lusso. Tutte le camere sono dotate di bagno privato; la master
suite ha una vista sul mare, un armadio e un bagno raffinato con una
bella vasca con piedi a zampa di leone.
C’è una splendida cucina dotata di elettrodomestici all’avanguardia
e piani di lavoro in granito, una stanza familiare/studio versatile, una
piscina a sfioro e una spaziosa terrazza privata sul tetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
88
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Villa Babylon, English
Harbour area
Vantage Point
US$2,500,000

From its private hillside perch, this attractive four-bedroom villa
commands spectacular views of Freeman’s Bay against the backdrop of
lively English Harbour. The villa’s comfortably furnished living room has
doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around terrace. The latter has
a covered dining area with formal table and chairs for al fresco dining
while enjoying the stunning vistas and the gentle trade winds.
Steps lead down to the decking where there is a pool with small
Jacuzzi. All the bedrooms have air conditioning, and the property has a
fully equipped kitchen and three bathrooms.

Punto strategico
US$2,500,000
Dalla sua posizione collinare privata, questa meravigliosa villa con
quattro camere da letto gode di una vista spettacolare sulla Freeman’s
Bay sullo sfondo del vivace English Harbour. Il soggiorno della villa con
arredamenti confortevoli ha delle porte che si aprono su tre lati del
terrazzo avvolgente. Quest’ultimo ha una zona pranzo coperta con un
tavolo formale e delle sedie per mangiare all’aperto, mentre si ammirano
i panorami mozzafiato e soffiano i leggeri alisei. Una scala porta al
pavimento in legno per esterni dove si trova una piscina con una piccola
vasca idromassaggio. Tutte le camere sono dotate di aria condizionata e
la proprietà dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata e tre bagni.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Trade Winds House,
Dickenson Bay
Stunning Scenery
US$1,795,000

Named after the wonderful breezes that keep this fabulous six bedroom
home cool all year round, Trade Winds House enjoys a prime elevated
position overlooking beautiful Dickenson Bay, set within its own enclosed
grounds accessed by electric iron gates. There’s a large sundeck with
swimming pool and verandah. All of the six double bedrooms are
generously proportioned as are the five bathrooms, most of which have
bath-tubs as well as showers. There is also a study which could be turned
into a seventh bedroom. The piece de resistance is the vast wraparound
balcony offering a quiet secluded spot for uninterrupted work or just
sitting and soaking up the scenery.

Paesaggio mozzafiato
Prezzo: US$1,795,000
Questa casa prende il nome dalle meravigliose brezze che mantengono
le sei camere da letto fresche durante tutto l’anno. La Trade Winds House
gode di un’ottima posizione affacciandosi sulla bellissima Dickenson Bay,
posizionata all’interno di un’area recintata accessibile dai cancelli elettrici
in ferro. C’è una grande terrazza con piscina e veranda. Tutte le camere
matrimoniali sono di modeste dimensioni così come i cinque bagni, la
maggior parte dei quali hanno sia la vasca che la doccia. C’è anche uno
studio che potrebbe essere trasformato in una settima camera da letto.
Il pezzo forte è l’enorme balcone avvolgente che offre un contesto
riservato e tranquillo per lavorare ininterrottamente o semplicemente per
sedersi e godersi lo scenario.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour Il fascino del lungomare
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Oceanfront Appeal
US$1,500,000

Fabulous styling, lots of space and a spectacular location make this fourbedroom home a showpiece. Set on exclusive Harbour Island, it presents
an excellent investment opportunity.
The piece de resistance is the sundeck and pool with spectacular
views across the marina and rolling hills on each side. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining.
The bright, airy interior is enhanced by high white vaulted ceilings
and sliding glass doors which flood the place with light and allow the
gentle breeze to flow through. All four bedrooms – three of which have
en-suites – are air-conditioned. This newly built two-storey home has an
additional bathroom for guests.

Prezzo: US$1,500,000
Lo stile favoloso, gli ampi spazi e la posizione spettacolare fanno di
questa proprietà con quattro camere da letto un fiore all’occhiello.
Situata sull’esclusiva Harbour Island, rappresenta un’ottima opportunità
di investimento. I pezzi forti sono il solarium e la piscina con una vista
spettacolare sul porto turistico e le ondeggianti colline su entrambi i lati.
C’è anche una veranda spaziosa con aree per il relax, cene e ricevimenti.
Gli interni luminosi e freschi sono arricchiti con soffitti alti a volta e porte
scorrevoli in vetro che inondano il luogo di luce e permettono alla dolce
brezza di entrare. Tutte le quattro camere da letto, di cui tre con bagno,
sono dotate di aria condizionata. Questa nuova casa a due piani dispone
di un ulteriore bagno per gli ospiti.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Eleganza sobria

Understated Elegance

US$1,350,00

Lu
xu

Carlisle Bay apartment
US$1,350,000

Here is a rare opportunity to purchase property within the exclusive
Carlisle Bay resort. This two-bedroom beachfront terrace suite has an
expertly styled interior and a private veranda leading off the large master
suite, directly onto the beach.
The second bedroom has twin beds, in-built wardrobes, a coffee
maker and small seating area. There is a kitchenette with four-ring stove,
oven and fridge-freezer, while the generously-proportioned, stylish
bathroom features his and hers sinks, bath-tub, and oversized shower
room. The owner will have full use of all of the resort’s five-star facilities.

Ecco una rara opportunità per acquistare una proprietà all’interno
dell’esclusivo resort Carlisle Bay. Questa suite terrazza sul lungomare con
due camere da letto ha degli interni sapientemente arredati e una veranda
privata che conduce direttamente alla spiaggia dalla spaziosa master
suite. La seconda camera ha due letti singoli, armadi a muro, macchina
per il caffè e una piccola area salotto. C’è un angolo cottura con fornello
a quattro piastre, forno e frigo-freezer, mentre l’elegante bagno spazioso
è dotato di lavandini per lui e per lei, vasca da bagno e doccia di grandi
dimensioni. Il proprietario potrà usufruire completamente di tutte le
strutture del resort a cinque stelle.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Bellezza contemporanea

Contemporary Cool

Prezzo: US$1,750,000 RIDOTTO da US$1,250,000
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Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour
Reduced from US$1,750,000 to US$1,250,000
Island Breeze is a luxurious detached villa on the exclusive waterfront
development of Harbour Island within the popular Jolly Harbour gated
community. Boasting high quality decor and a spectacular outdoor living
space, its open-plan design successfully combines the best of both indoor
and outdoor living. This villa has a generous indoor living area and top
of the range kitchen. All three bedrooms are large and have en-suite
facilities. There is an additional TV room which overlooks the substantial
swimming pool. With impressive harbour views and a large boat mooring
deck, the property would make a fantastic second home and also holds
enormous income-earning potential as a rental investment.

Island Breeze è una villa indipendente situata sull’esclusivo lungomare di
Harbour Island, all’interno della famosa comunità privata di Jolly Harbour.
Il design open space, caratterizzato da arredamenti di alta qualità e da
una meravigliosa zona all’aperto permette di vivere al meglio sia la vita
all’aperto che quella al coperto. Questa villa ha un soggiorno interno
spazioso e una cucina con attrezzature di qualità. Le tre stanze da letto
sono spaziose e dotate di bagni privati. C’è anche una sala TV che si
affaccia sulla piscina. Grazie alla vista panoramica sul porto e al ponte di
ormeggio, questa proprietà è ideale come seconda casa e rappresenta un
ottimo investimento se si volesse affittare.

Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa Azura, Long Bay

Lu
xu

Eco-friendly Eden
US$3,300,000

From the award-winning climate control beds to the environmentallyfriendly wall plaster, Villa Azura allows you to reduce your carbon
footprint - without compromising luxury.This fabulous three-bedroom
home also boasts a stunning infinity pool, stylishly-designed spacious
interior, tropical gardens and exceptional ocean views. A sunken den
affords privacy for quiet work or relaxation, while each bedroom has its
own pergola-covered patio overlooking the sea, an en-suite bathroom
and outdoor walled rain shower.

Un Eden eco-sostenibile
US$3,300,000

Dai pluripremiati letti a controllo climatico, all’intonaco ecologico, Villa
Azura ti permette di ridurre le emissioni di anidride carbonica, senza
compromettere il lusso.
Questa favolosa casa con tre camere da letto vanta anche una
splendida piscina a sfioro, interni spaziosi elegantemente progettati,
giardini tropicali ed un’eccezionale vista sul mare. Una stanza infossata
offre la giusta privacy per lavorare in tranquillità o rilassarsi, mentre ogni
camera ha il proprio patio pergolato coperto con vista sul mare, un
bagno privato e una doccia a pioggia a muro esterna.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Una fantastica vista sul mare

Stunning Seascape

Prezzo su richiesta

Lu
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Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay
Price on request

With glorious sunset scenes over one of Antigua’s most celebrated
landscapes, it’s easy to see how this newly refurbished four-bedroom
home got its name.
Sunset Lane boasts a stylish open-plan interior with polished wooden
floors and fully-fitted kitchen. The huge master bedroom has an en-suite
shower room and there is also a spacious shared bathroom, leading out
to a pergola-covered outdoor shower. All bedrooms are air-conditioned.
Occupying a generous one-acre plot, Sunset Lane has an automatic
back-up generator, swimming pool and bougainvillea-fringed sundeck
overlooking the Caribbean Sea.

Con delle splendide viste sul tramonto, in uno dei luoghi più caratteristici
di Antigua, è facile capire da dove abbia preso il nome questa casa con
quattro camere da letto, recentemente ristrutturata. La sua posizione
elevata offre un panorama spettacolare sulla bella Dickenson Bay. Sunset
View si trova anche nelle vicinanze dei ristoranti e locali notturni rinomati
della zona. L’elegante spazio interno a pianta aperta è dotato di porte
francesi che si aprono su un ampio balcone coperto, il luogo ideale per
rilassarsi, mangiare all’aperto o semplicemente stare seduti mentre ci si
gode il panorama. Situata in un terreno di un acro, e dotata di generatore
di emergenza automatico, piscina e terrazza solarium circondata da
bouganville con vista sul Mar dei Caraibi, Sunset View ha tutti gli ingredienti
che la rendono la casa perfetta per la famiglia.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Serena, Nonsuch Bay
resort
Tropical Retreat
US$2,950,000

Villa Serena occupies a 0.33-acre site and offers a wealth of fabulous
features plus access to all of the resort’s exceptional facilities. There is a
private pool and Jacuzzi with large sundeck, a courtyard, home cinema and
garage, along with plenty of breezy balconies to soak up the alluring vistas.
The fourth bedroom is contained within its own adjacent cottage. Nonsuch
Bay resort is set among 40 acres of lush, landscaped gardens and tropical
vegetation with its own secluded beach. There’s a variety of facilities to
keep guests of all ages entertained, including a luxurious spa, sailing and
kitesurfing, and superb cuisine courtesy of an award-winning chef.

Ritiro tropicale
US$2,950,000
Villa Serena occupa un sito di 0,33 acri e offre un gran numero di favolose
caratteristiche e l’accesso a tutti gli eccezionali impianti del resort. Ci sono
piscina privata e Jacuzzi con un ampio solarium, cortile, home cinema e
garage, e una serie di freschi balconi per godersi i panorami mozzafiato. La
quarta stanza da letto è all’interno del cottage adiacente. Il resort Nonsuch
Bay si adagia tra 40 rigogliosi acri di giardini paesaggistici e vegetazione
tropicale con la propria spiaggia appartata. Sono presenti una serie di
impianti per ospiti di tutte le età: una spa di lusso, navigazione e kitesurf, e
la superba cucina di uno chef pluripremiato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Champagne, Galley Bay
Heights
Exceptional Design
Price on request

This five-bedroom villa represents nature, relaxation and sophistication
– and boasts magnificent panoramic ocean views from all rooms. Villa
Champagne offers all the comforts of home, modern amenities such as
private gym, pool and air-conditioning, plus a personal chef, private butler
service and nannies where required. Surrounded by lush vegetation and
located within a gated community, Villa Champagne is a spectacular
tropical getaway.

Design eccellente
Prezzo su richiesta
Questa villa con cinque camere da letto rappresenta la natura, il relax e la
sofisticatezza, e vanta delle splendide viste panoramiche sull’oceano da
tutte le camere. Villa Champagne offre tutti i comfort di una casa, servizi
moderni come palestra privata, piscina e aria condizionata, più uno chef
personale, un maggiordomo e delle tate, se necessario. Circondata da
una vegetazione lussureggiante e situata in una comunità privata, Villa
Champagne è un vero paradiso tropicale.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Sugar Ridge No 8, Sugar
Ridge resort
Luxury Setting
US$1,395,000

A winsome three-bedroom property overlooking scenic Jolly
Harbour, No 8 blends quietude and privacy with all the amenities
of a luxury resort. Located within the confines of the acclaimed
Sugar Ridge resort, it offers security and easy access to the excellent
facilities. The interior comprises stylish neutral accents of cream and
beige with tiled flooring throughout and high vaulted ceilings.
A large, partially-shaded sundeck is the ideal spot to soak up the
magnificent sunsets or relax after a dip in your own infinity edge
pool. This property, which occupies a half-acre plot, has airconditioning units in each room and is for sale fully furnished.

Ambiente di lusso
Prezzo: US$1,395,000
No 8, un’attraente proprietà con tre camere da letto, con vista
panoramica sul pittoresco Jolly Harbour, combina la pace e la privacy con
le strutture di un resort di lusso. Situata all’interno del celebre resort Sugar
Ridge, offre sicurezza e un facile accesso alle strutture di prim’ordine.
Gli interni sono caratterizzati da colori panna e beige con un pavimento
piastrellato e soffitti a volte alte.
Il terrazzo spazioso, parzialmente coperto, è il luogo ideale per
godersi i tramonti mozzafiato o rilassarsi dopo un tuffo nella piscina a
sfioro. Questa proprietà, che occupa un terreno da mezzo acro, è dotata
di aria condizionata in ogni stanza ed è venduta completamente arredata.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Freckles Villa, Harbour View
Reduced to: US$375,000

Lovely hillside three-bedroom villa near Jolly Harbour
• Large private pool with outdoor shower • Mature garden, secure for young
children • Uninterrupted countryside views • Parking for three cars
• Good investment opportunity with significant rental income in place

Four-bedroom villa near beach with strong rental history
• Short walk to Jolly Harbour • Spacious sundeck with swimming pool
• Large fully-fitted kitchen • Central air-conditioning • Views over adjacent
nature reserve

Prezzo orientativo: US$595,000

Ridotto a : US$375,000

Villa con quattro camere da letto vicino alla spiaggia con una grande storia di affitti
• A due passi da Jolly Harbour • Solarium spazioso con piscina • Grande
cucina completamente accessoriata • Aria condizionata centralizzata
• Vista sulla riserva naturale adiacente
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Amabile villa con tre stanze da letto sul fianco della collina vicina a Jolly Harbour
• Grande piscina privata con doccia esterna • Giardino maturo, sicuro per i
bambini piccoli • Viste ininterrotte della campagna • Parcheggio per tre auto
• Buona opportunità di investimento con significativi guadagni dall’affitto in
loco

Villa 412D, Jolly Harbour

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$200,000

Reduced to: US$210,000

Generously priced two-bedroom villa in gated community
• Ideal investment opportunity with strong rental history • Two verandahs for al
fresco living • Air-conditioned throughout • Available fully furnished
• Attractive open-plan interior

Two-bedroom waterfront North Finger villa
• Spectacular balcony views • Large shaded terrace • Close proximity to
amenities • Private master suite balcony

Prezzo orientativo: US$200,000

Villa a due camere da letto a prezzo affare in comunità recintata
• Ideale opportunità di investimento con una forte storia di affitto
• Due verande per zona living al fresco • Completamente condizionato
• Disponibile completamente ammobiliato • Attraente spazio interno con
ambiente all’aperto

Prezzo orientativo: US$210,000

Villa fronte mare composta di due camera da letto a North Finger
• Vedute spettacolari dal terrazzino • Terrazzo ampiamente ombreggiato
• In prossimità dei servizi • Balcone privato in camera da letto padronale

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$315,000
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Refurbished two-bedroom waterside villa in gated community
• Short walk to beach • Quiet location with stunning views • Close proximity
to amenities • Stylish fixtures and fittings • Finger pier for boat • Private
balcony off master suite

Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$295,000

End unit two-bedroom waterfront home
• Three balconies offering scenic views • Air-conditioning units throughout
• Electric hurricane shutters • Ideally located for holiday rentals

Prezzo orientativo: US$295,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$315,000

Proprietà terminale sul lungomare, due camere da letto
• Tre balconi con viste panoramiche • Aria condizionata dappertutto •
Tapparelle elettriche anti uragano • Situata in posizione ideale per essere
affittata
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Villa con due camere da letto ristrutturata vicina al mare in comunità recintata
• A due passi dalla spiaggia • Posizione tranquilla con vista stupefacente
• Adiacente ai servizi • Impianti ed arredi di grande stile • Molo per barche
• Balcone privato nella suite padronale

Villa 235C, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$249,000

Ideally located two-bedroom waterfront villa
• Excellent holiday rental history • Short stroll from South Beach
• Air-conditioned throughout • Private boat slip • Refurbished fully-fitted
kitchen

Prezzo orientativo: US$249,000

Villa con due camere da letto posizionata di fronte al mare
• Eccellente cronologia d’affitto pregressa • Vicina a South Beach
• Completamente condizionata • Scivolo per barche privato • Cucina
ristrutturata completamente accessoriata

Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$275,000
Waterfront two-bedroom villa on Jolly Harbour’s South Finger
• Retiled throughout, new bathrooms and kitchen • Above-water decking
• Garage transformed into laundry room • Stylish fully-equipped kitchen

Prezzo orientativo: US$275,000

Villa sul lungomare con due camere da letto nel South Finger di Jolly Harbour
• Completamente ripiastrellata, nuovi bagni e cucina • Ponte sopra il
livello dell’acqua • Garage trasformato in lavanderia • Cucina elegante
completamente attrezzata

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Driftwood House, Long Bay
Price Guide: US$4,650,000
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Stunning seven-bedroom property in tranquil cove
• Close to Half Moon Bay • Interior space of 11,000 sqft • Designed by
eminent architect • Comprises main house and two guest cottages

Prezzo orientativo: US$4,650,000

Price guide US$4,200,000

Spectacular four-bedroom hillside home with pool and guest cottage
• Exclusive gated community setting • Panoramic sea views• Entertainment
room and gym • All bedrooms have en-suites and verandahs

Prezzo orientativo: US$4,200,000

Spettacolare casa con quattro camere da letto sul fianco della collina con piscina e cottage
per gli ospiti
• Esclusiva comunità recintata • Vista mare panoramica
• Stanza intrattenimento e palestra • Tutte le stanze hanno bagno e veranda
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Splendida proprietà con sette camere da letto in una baia tranquilla
• Nei pressi di Half Moon Bay • Spazio interno di 11.000 mq • Progettato
dall’eminente architetto • Composto da casa principale e due cottage per gli
ospiti

Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights

Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights
Price on request

Luxurious seven-bedroom waterfront home in exclusive gated community
• Show-stopping style • Panoramic sea views • Pool, gym, tennis court •
Gourmet kitchen

Prezzo su richiesta

Casa lussuosa con sette camere da letto in esclusiva comunità sorvegliata sul lungomare
• Stile impeccabile • Vista panoramica sul mare • Piscina, palestra, campo da
tennis • Cucina gourmet

Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights
Price Guide: US$3,900,000

Luxury five-bedroom villa with pool in exclusive gated community
• All bedrooms are en-suite • Exquisitely styled throughout • High-end fixtures
and fittings • Spectacular ocean sunset views

Prezzo orientativo: US$3,900,000

Lussuosa villa cinque vani con piscina in esclusiva area recintata
• Tutte le camere da letto sono dotate di bagno in camera • Completamente
arredate in maniera squisita • Ceramiche sanitarie e rubinetteria di lusso •
Vedute spettacolari dell’oceano al tramonto

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Barrymore Beach Apartments, Runaway Bay

Land for sale, Willoughby Bay

Price guide: US$5,570,000

Price guide: US$15,000,000

A tropical beachfront oasis comprising 16 two-bed/two-bath apartments
• Spectacular location on quiet beach • Gentle stroll to hub of Dickenson Bay •
Approved under Citizenship by Investment programme • Each unit has spacious
living/dining room, kitchenette and private balcony

Prezzo orientativo: US$5,570,000

Terreno in vendita, Willoughby Bay
Prezzo orientativo: US$15,000,000

Incredibile opportunità di ampliamento, 100 acri di terreno
• Stupenda posizione sulla costa meridionale • Perfetto per progetti residenziali
e commerciali • Molto vicino allo storico Nelson’s Dockyard
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Un’oasi tropicale di fronte al mare comprendente 16 appartamenti con due stanze da letto
e due bagni
• Spettacolare posizione su una spiaggia tranquilla • Ad una passeggiata dall’hub
di Dickenson Bay • Approvato dal programma Citizenship by Investment • Ogni
unità ha una spaziosa zona giorno, cucinino e balcone privato

Incredible opportunity to develop 100 acres of prime land
• Stunning south coast location • Perfect for residential or commercial
development • Close proximity to historic Nelson’s Dockyard

Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
Price guide: US$4,750,000

Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
Price on request

Superbly located 10-bedroom home at entrance to full service marina
• Entirely remodelled and set within gated community • Vast open decking
overlooking water • Two-storey waterside gazebo, pool and bar • Two private
docks for yachts up to 75ft and 80ft and a 15-ton boat lift • Heated swimming
pool with ‘endless pool’ exerciser

Contemporary four-bedroom beachfront home in gated community

Prezzo orientativo: US$4,750,000

Casa contemporanea con quattro camere da letto di fronte alla spiaggia casa in comunità
sorvegliata
• Cucina di lusso gourmet • Terrazza solarium sul tetto con Jacuzzi
• Soppalco • Piscina a sfioro

Casa con 10 camere da letto egregiamente posizionata all’ingresso del porticciolo con
servizi completi • Completamente ristrutturata e posta in comunità recintata
• Grande tettoia aperta che sovrasta l’acqua • Due spaziosi gazebo vicino
all’acqua, con piscina e bar • Due ponti privati per yacht fino a 75 piedi ed 80
piedi e un sollevatore per barche fino a 15 tonnellate • Piscina riscaldata con
sistema di nuoto controcorrente

• Luxurious gourmet kitchen • Rooftop sundeck with Jacuzzi • Mezzanine loft
• Infinity pool

Prezzo su richiesta

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay
Price on request

Two-bed home overlooking regular world’s best beach nominee
• Located on edge of historic hotel set for redevelopment • Broad sundeck
with views over Half Moon Bay • Spacious open-plan interior with vaulted
ceilings • Sold with extra plot of land ideal for development

Prezzo su richiesta

Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Beautifully-presented three-bedroom townhouse in new development
• Magnificent panoramic sea views • Floor-to-ceiling glass doors • Patio and
plunge pool • Three-storeys

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,300,000

Townhouse con 3 camere da letto ben presentata in nuovo complesso
• Magnifica vista panoramica sul mare • Porte in vetro pavimento-soffitto
• Cortile interno e piscina con trampolino • Tre piani
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Casa con due camere da letto con vista sulla migliore spiaggia al mondo
• Situato sul bordo del hotel storico nel set di riqualificazione • Ampia terrazza
solarium con vista su Half Moon Bay • Interno spazioso open space con soffitti
a volta • Venduto con appezzamento di terreno extra ideale per lo sviluppo

Seahorse, Tamarind Hills

Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills

The Boat House, Jolly Harbour

Elegant four-bedroom home in luxury new development
• Jaw-dropping panoramic sea views • Fully-furnished with high end European
fittings and fixtures • Four bathrooms • Private infinity pool with basalt black
tiles • Transparent balconies to maximise views

Luxurious three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Spans more than 2,400 square feet • Marble flooring throughout
• Exquisitely styled • Open-plan living and dining area • Fully equipped
kitchen with appliances matching the granite countertops

Price Guide: US$1,850,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,850,000

Elegante casa con quattro camere da letto in un nuovo progetto di lusso
• Stupefacente vista panoramica del mare • Completamente arredata con
complementi d’arredo in stile europeo di alta qualità • Quattro bagni • Piscina
a sfioro con piastrelle in basalto nero • Balconate trasparenti per risaltare il
panorama

Price Guide: US$880,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$880,000

Lussuosa villa con tre camere da letto in comunità recintata
• Estesa più di 2.400 piedi quadrati • Completamente pavimentata in marmo
• Stile squisito • Area giorno e pranzo in ambiente aperto • Cucina
completamente accessoriata con elettrodomestici abbinati ai top in granito

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 226F, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$360,000
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View
Price Guide: US$215,000

Delightful end-unit two-bedroom villa in desirable gated community
• Short walk to acclaimed South Beach • Extended above-water decking with
boat dock • Downstairs converted for wheelchair access • Hurricane shutters
on all windows and doors

Tastefully furnished two-bedroom apartment near Jolly Harbour
• Short walk to beach and shops • Spacious private balcony • Air-conditioning
• En-suite to master bedroom

Prezzo orientativo: US$360,000

Appartamento con due camere da letto, arredato con gusto, vicino a Jolly Harbour
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia e dai negozi • Ampio balcone privato • Aria
condizionata • Camera da letto principale con bagno privato
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Deliziosa villa con due camere da letto in una meravigliosa comunità recintata
• A pochi passi dalla famosa South Beach • Lunga tettoia sull’acqua con ponte
per barche • Piano inferiore convertito per accesso disabili • Persiane anti
uragano su porte e finestre

Prezzo orientativo: US$215,000

Lime House, Valley Church

Foxtails, English Harbour

Attractive four-bedroom hillside home
• All bedrooms have en-suites • Direct access from master suite to sundeck and
Jacuzzi • Superb views of landmark ‘Sleeping Indian’ hills • Swimming pool
and patio

Attractive colonial-style three-bedroom home
• Beautifully landscaped gardens • Delightfully decorated interior • Breezy
elevated position • Large verandah and pool

Price Guide: US$995,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$995,000

Attraente casa in collina con quattro camere da letto
• Tutte le camere dispongono di bagno privato • Accesso diretto dalla master
suite al solarium e alla vasca idromassaggio • Fantastica vista sulle storiche
colline ‘Sleeping indian’ • Piscina e patio

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,450,000

Attraente casa con 3 camere da letto in stile coloniale
• Giardini stupendi • Interni deliziosamente decorati • Posizione rialzata e
ventilata • Grande veranda e piscina

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Quarter-acre plot, Galley Bay

Reduced to: US$365,000

Price Guide: US$300,000

Charming two-bedroom home steps away from beach
• Excellent rental history • Gated community • Private 30ft finger pier
• Air-conditioning throughout

Superbly located parcel of land on famed north-west coast
• Elevated position • Overlooking Caribbean Sea • Ideal for development
• Panoramic ocean views • Short walk to acclaimed Galley Bay Resort

Prezzo orientativo: US$365,000

Lotto di un quarto di acro, Galley Bay

Price Guide: US$285.000

Particella posizionata superbamente sulla famosa costa nord orientale
• Posizione elevata • Panoramica sul Mare dei Caraibi • Ideale per progetti
• Viste panoramiche sull’oceano • A pochi passi dal famoso Galley Bay Resort

Pigeon Point plot, English Harbour

Lo

Villa 225D, Jolly Harbour

Prezzo orientativo: US$300,000
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Casa affascinante con due camere da letto a pochi passi dalla spiaggia
• Eccellente storia di affitti • Comunità con sorveglianza • 30 piedi di pontile
privato • Impianto di aria condizionata

ns

Beach Sand, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$2,871,000

Attractive two-bedroom waterfront home near beach
• 40ft boat mooring • Balcony off master bedroom • Extended decking
overlooking marina • Available fully furnished

Ideally located 2.64-acre plot on headland overlooking harbour
• Accessed by a tarmac road • Short walk to famous Pigeon Point beach
• Perfect for development • Location benefits from constant trade winds

Prezzo orientativo: US$285.000

Lotto a Pigeon Point, English Harbour
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Deliziosa casa con due camere da letto sul lungomare vicino alla spiaggia:
• Attracco per barca 40 piedi • Balcone camera da letto patronale • Grande
terrazzo che si affaccia sul porticciolo • Disponibile completamente arredato

Prezzo orientativo: US$2,871,000

Lotto di 2,64 acri su un promontorio con panoramica sul porto
• Accessibile tramite strada asfaltata • A pochi passi dalla famosa spiaggia di
Pigeon Point • Perfetto per progetti • Il luogo beneficia dei costanti alisei

Verandah Estates Villa, Willikies

Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$1,750,000

Price Guide: US$1,850,000

Five-bedroom villa in gated community adjacent to Verandah Resort
• Lagoon-style private pool with waterfall • Impeccable styling • Gentle stroll
from white sand beaches • Large verandah and sundeck with tiki hut

Superbly located three-bedroom waterfront property
• Exceptional harbour views • All bedrooms have luxurious en-suites • Large
sundeck with pool, gazebo and daybed • Includes adjoining plot of land ideal
for development

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,750,000

Villa con cinque camere da letto in comunità recintata adiacente al Verandah Resort
• Piscina privata in stile laguna con cascata • Stile impeccabile • A pochi passi
dalle spiagge di sabbia bianca • Ampia veranda e solarium con copertura tiki

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,850,000

Proprietà fronte mare composta da tre camere da letto superbamente posizionata
• Eccezionali vedute del porto • Tutte le camera da letto sono dotate di
lussuoso bagno in camera • Ampio terrazzo con piscina, gazebo e lettino
• Include pezzo di terreno confinante ideale per uno sviluppo

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$228,000

Price Guide: US$185,000

Well-maintained two-bedroom home in desirable area
• Fully equipped kitchen • Private balcony from master bedroom
• Air-conditioning • Majestic waterfront views

Beautiful two-bedroom villa overlooking the golf course
• Private master suite balcony • Private plunge pool • Short walk to the beach
• Secluded outdoor terrace with mountain views

Prezzo orientativo: US$228,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$185,000

Price on request

Superbly located elevated plot ideal for development • Exceptional views over
Antigua’s south coast • Excellent investment opportunity. • National park
location with abundant wildlife • Short drive from English Harbour

Particella da 30,000 piedi quadrati
Prezzo su richiesta

Passion Village, Valley Church

Lo

Turtle Bay land, 30,000 sq ft parcel

Bella villa con due camere da letto con vista sul campo da golf
• Master suite privata con balcone • Piscina privata • A pochi passi dalla
spiaggia • Terrazza esterna appartata con vista sulle montagne

ca
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Casa ben mantenuta con due camere da letto in zona attraente
• Cucina completamente attrezzata • Balcone privato dalla camera da letto
matrimoniale • Aria condizionata • Meravigliosa vista sul lungomare
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Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour
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Lotto posizionato superbamente ideale per progetti • Eccezionali viste sulla costa
meridionale di Antigua • Eccellente opportunità di investimento • Posizionata
nel parco Nazionale con abbondanza di specie selvatiche • A pochi minuti di
auto dall’English Harbour

Price Guide: from US$540,000
Dual development of 10 and 16 homes, pool and restaurant
• Tranquil setting less than a mile from the hub of Jolly Harbour • Short walk
from one of Antigua’s finest beaches • Haven for local flora and fauna • Italian
porcelain stoneware floors

Prezzo orientativo: da US$540,000

Doppio sviluppo di 10 e 16 case, piscina e ristorante
• Ambiente tranquillo a meno di un miglio dal centro di Jolly Harbour • A pochi
passi da una delle più belle spiagge di Antigua • Paradiso locale per flora e
fauna • Pavimenti in gres porcellanato, porcellana italiana

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay

Villa 473, St James Club

Price Guide: US$975,000

Price Guide: US$595,000

Well-appointed three-bedroom home within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Large verandah • Private pool • High-end appliances • Use of resort
facilities

Stylish two-bedroom property within one of Antigua’s finest resorts
• Excellent investment opportunity • Full access to resort facilities
• Magnificent ocean views and private patio • Spacious air-conditioned rooms

Prezzo orientativo: US$975,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$595,000

Casa arredata con tre camere da letto a Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Veranda spaziosa • Piscina privata • Elettrodomestici di lusso • Possibilità di
utilizzare le strutture del resort

Proprietà finemente arredata composta da due vani all’interno di uno dei più eleganti
resort di Antigua
• Eccellente opportunità d’investimento • Pieno accesso alle attrezzature del
resort • Magnifiche vedute dell’oceano e patio privato • Camere spaziose
dotate di aria condizionata

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Rated A (Excellent) at A.M. Best Company

...IN THE CARIBBEAN

Because our roots are deep, our customers enjoy extensive coverage and
competitive premiums on every personal and commercial insurance product.

Auto • Home • Marine • Liability • Business • Contents
+1 (268) 484 2900 • www.caribbeanalliance.com
Head Office: Caribbean Alliance House, Cnr. Newgate & Cross St’s, St. John’s

•

Falmouth Harbour Branch: Antigua Yacht Club Marina Commercial Centre

Anguilla • Antigua & Barbuda • Ascension Island • Barbados • Cayman Islands • Dominica • Falkland Islands • Grenada • Montserrat
St. Kitts & Nevis • St. Lucia • St. Maarten • St. Vincent & The Grenadines • The Bahamas • The British Virgin Islands • Turks & Caicos
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List with Luxury Locations
– and get more from your property agent

Lo

Our award-winning team of hard-working professionals has earned a
solid reputation for efficiency, honesty and broad knowledge of the real
estate market.

ry

Luxury Locations today represents
more exclusive property than any other
agency in Antigua – and has become the
only choice for those wanting the best.
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We understand an owner’s needs for
correct representation and going that
extra mile to ensure their property
is represented to the right clientele –
which is why we offer something a little
different to other brokers.

Head Office

Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI.

Tel +1 268 562 8174
www.luxurylocations.com • info@luxurylocations.com
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Office Hours 9am–5pm Monday–Friday
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Why list with us exclusively?
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There are many benefits to exclusivity:
• Complimentary professional photos – plus aerial photography and video
• Free coverage in our biannual lifestyle and property magazine
• Unparalleled marketing reach via our own websites – published in four languages
– and strong links with global media
Antigua
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HOLIDAY LETS.

Desperado, Blue Waters

Price from US$10,500 per week

Short and long-term rental rates on request

Red Sun Villa has a private beach and occupies an enviable spot within the
exclusive Galley Bay Heights gated community. With a clean, crisp palette
enhanced by wooden floors and vaulted ceilings, this sublime five-bedroom
split-level property expertly balances modern chic with Caribbean charm. The
pool has a sundeck with loungers and there is an outside Jacuzzi. All bedrooms
are air-conditioned and ocean-facing; three have king-size beds and the rest
have twins.

This uber contemporary five-bedroom home enjoys an exceptional elevated
location overlooking Antigua’s north coast. All five bedrooms are generouslysized and have television sets and en-suites. The master suite boasts an
enormous bathroom with two side-by-side rainfall showers. The swimming pool
is fringed by a sundeck and additional shaded area. The panoramic views and
the proximity of the beach are the icing on the cake.
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Red Sun Villa, Galley Bay Heights

Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour

Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$3,500 per week

Price from US$2,900 per week
Fabulous styling, an abundance of space and a spectacular location make
this four-bedroom home a showpiece. The piece de resistance is its wonderful
sundeck and pool with spectacular views across the marina. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining. All four
bedrooms – three of which have en-suites – are attractively decorated in vibrant
hues and have air-conditioning.
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Island Breeze is a luxurious detached villa on the exclusive waterfront
development of Harbour Island within the Jolly Harbour gated community.
Boasting high quality decor and a spectacular outdoor living space, it has a
generous indoor living area and top of the range kitchen. All three bedrooms
are large and have en-suites. There is an additional TV room which overlooks
the substantial swimming pool.

Villa 238A, Jolly Harbour

Villa 237H, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$875 per week

Price from US$900 per week

Situated within a gated community with 24-hour security, this two-bedroom
villa boasts wonderful views across the marina from its outdoor terrace and
decking – perfect for al fresco dining and enjoying the wonderful Caribbean
sunsets. Downstairs there is an open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.
The property is fully air-conditioned and has two and a half bathrooms and a
balcony from the master suite. It’s close to amenities, bars and restaurants.

This attractive two-bedroom villa has been recently refurbished and is a short
walk from beautiful South Beach. There are multiple places from which to
soak up the sights and sounds of the great outdoors, including balconies off
both bedrooms and a ground floor verandah and deck. The open-plan interior
comprises lounge, dining area and fully-fitted kitchen. Upstairs are two decentsized bedrooms, both with en-suites. Villa 237H is air-conditioned throughout
and equipped with WiFi.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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LONG TERM RENTALS.

Kalm Be Villa, Orange Valley

Price from US$3,000 per month

Price from US$1,200 per month

Panoramic views of Antigua give this new four-bedroom contemporary villa
its edge. Enjoying a wonderful gentle breeze, this two-storey, air-conditioned
property has four 35ft long galleries so every bedroom has access to a balcony
and stunning views. A generous pool is surrounded by a large deck with
outdoor dining area. The inside living area offers lots of comfortable seating,
a dining table and a superb large kitchen. Each bedroom has a king-size bed
(one room has two double beds), large closet and en-suite.

This spacious three-bedroom, two-bathroom villa benefits both from a tranquil
location and easy access to first-rate amenities. There is a large lounge with
comfortable sofas and a TV. An archway leads to a dining room and a decentsized fully-fitted kitchen. The master bedroom has an en-suite shower room,
double bed and glass doors leading to a balcony with dining furniture. The
other bedrooms have a double bed and twin beds, respectively.
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Palm Villa, Belmont

Valley View, Darkwood Beach area

Price from US$1,600 per month

Price from US$4,500 per month

This delightful house in desirable Turtle Bay has mature tropical gardens and
is close to some of the island’s finest beaches. There are two air-conditioned
bedrooms, an open plan living room with kitchen and an enormous shaded
veranda with dining area, comfy sofa and chairs. Each bedroom has a queensized four-poster bed and an en-suite with rainfall shower. The kitchen is
fully-fitted. Turtleberry has electric gates, an alarm, electricity generator and
rainwater cistern.

This fabulous three-bedroom, three-bathroom home with spectacular
panoramic sea views is close to Jolly Harbour and a short walk from beautiful
Darkwood Beach. The large open-plan living area features high-end furniture
including comfortable sofas, a dining table for six and a fully fitted kitchen
with top-of-the-range appliances and a centre island. The top deck has an
expansive balcony while the lower deck has a generously-proportioned pool
with sundeck.
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Turtleberry, Turtle Bay

Sleeping Indian apartment, Jennings area
Price from US$1,200 per month

With a prime elevated location on the Sleeping Indian hills – an Antiguan
landmark – this generously-priced three-bedroom apartment is now available for
long-term rent. It has a large open-plan interior, including a lovely kitchen with
modern chrome appliances and a centre island, and lounge with comfortable
sofas and satellite TV. High vaulted ceilings with fans flood the place with light
and allow the gentle trade winds to keep it cool all year round. This upper floor
apartment – which has a large private patio – also has an alarm system, internet
connectivity, water cistern, gas barbeque and washing machine.

Windsor Manor, Dickenson Bay area
Price from US$2,o00 per month
This exceptional three and half bedroom villa for sale on Antigua’s north coast
enjoys a prime elevated position overlooking beautiful Dickenson Bay. Windsor
Manor occupies a generous 1.5-acre plot and is available fully furnished. There
are three large, attractively styled double bedrooms and another room which
could be turned into a small fourth bedroom. The crowning glory is the huge
verandah which enjoys breezy hillside views over the sea. The mature gardens
are abundant with vibrant bougainvillea, trees and shrubs.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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MY ANTIGUA.

All creatures great and small
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2 What’s the one thing you wish people
would do for their pets that they don’t?
Feed them like carnivores; many dogs get a
mainly starch diet with too much rice. Like
people, they need to eat less starch as it
really weakens their system.

2 What are the best and worst parts of the
job?
The worst part is animals suffering –
particularly unnecessarily when people
are just not thinking or not realising they
are sentient beings. But that’s not unique
to here; I worked for the RSPCA in England
and some of the things I saw there were
terrible.
The best part is getting to the end of the
day feeling I’ve made a difference. It’s really
nice to make animals well again. What can
be better than that?

2 Our roaming animals tend to get a bad
rap from foreign visitors. What do you say
to that?
Tourists tend to be very judgemental. Our
animals are lean; it doesn’t mean they’re
starving. In the UK, many animals, like
people, are fat and it becomes the norm.
There are many diseases affecting pets
in the UK, such as diabetes and cancers,
which we don’t see much of here because
our animals aren’t overweight.
As a vet in England, I saw many more
psychological problems, like self-mutilation,
due to dogs being left inside alone with
no stimulation. Here they can see cars go
past, watch birds and have things to occupy
their mind. It’s a completely different way of
keeping animals.
Is it better for animals to be free on
the streets and maybe have a shorter life
because they get run over – or be locked
in a pen and live longer? I don’t know the
answer.
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2 How did you end up in Antigua?
I fell in love. I came here on holiday
in 1996 and met a man who’s now my
husband, Lennox. After we were married
a year later and I became Antiguan, I was
able to get a licence to practise as a vet.
Lennox designed the whole clinic; it was
built on a shoestring using recycled and
salvaged materials.
My husband is my number one
supporter. He has a very good head for
figuring things out things – such as building
a dog kennel even though he’d never done
it before. He never says no, it can’t be done.
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Seeing a loved one sick or injured can be a traumatic experience. And that’s just
the human kind. Pet parents know that caring for those without a voice is every bit
as formidable. British-born vet Dr Fiona Francis has spent two decades tending to
Antigua’s animals at her St John’s surgery – named The Ark in tribute to its eclectic
patients. Whether feline, equine, pampered pooch or cloven-hoofed, the Royal
Veterinary College-trained medic – and owner of five dogs, six goats, four horses and a
cat – is the go-to guru for animal lovers island-wide.
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2 How does your work here differ from
England?
It’s always challenging here, there’s always
something new and I treat a whole range
of species. In England you tend to get into
a niche so it becomes very routine with
certain conditions sent to a specialist – here
I am a specialist in everything. For example,
the government just sent me on an artificial
insemination course for goats. And you
don’t always have the equipment you need
so you have to make do with what you have.
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2 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you.
I am a cancer survivor. In 2003, I had
part of my bowel removed. I went back to
England for treatment and worked all the
way through my chemo. I got a job next
to the hospital so I was able to work in the
morning, have chemo and then go back
afterwards. Chemotherapy for bowel cancer
isn’t as bad as with other types. In 2006, I
had part of my liver removed too.

2 What are some of the most memorable
animals you’ve treated?
It always amazes me what dogs can go
through and survive. A few months ago I
treated one that had been attacked by a
bigger dog. Its neck looked like an anatomy
textbook, you could see all its vessels. I
never thought it would survive, but I pieced
it all together and it did.
There was another dog that was brought
in after eating a bed. It was full of wool,
nylon strings and stuffing which we had to
get out of its intestines.
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2 What’s your favourite thing to do when
you’re not working?
I have a garden across the road; I’m always
planting veg and talking to my goats.
Sometimes I go to Backyard and Coconut
Grove restaurant but really I just love to
spend time with the family.

2 What’s the secret to small island life?
Change your mindset; you can’t live like
you did in a big country. You have to adapt
or you’ll be unhappy. Accept that you can’t
get all the things you’re accustomed to
getting, nothing will happen on time and be
happy with less.
Be happier to slow down too, figure
out what’s really important. Most things we
worry about really aren’t important. If you
have a roof over your head, enough money
to eat and the sun is shining, what else do
you need? Try and be thankful for what you
have every day. n
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